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By MAKEBRA ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer
With the semester nearing its close and the first official Board of Trustees meeting scheduled for November 16th , current Undergraduate Trustee Breana Smith
will be holding a town hall meeting to solicit concerns
from students on November 12th .
The meeting will be the first forum Smith has held
for students this semester. Some question why Smith
waited so long to hold a meeting for students.
"I know the Board has not had a meeting this semester, but I don't hear about anything Breana is planning
to do to make sure that student grievances are
addressed," said Shannon Reid, sophomore nursing
major. "She needs to be less passive and more proactive if she plans on getting things accomplished this
semester."

Smith however, feels that she has been proactive and
has held continuous dialogues with students and faculty since the semester began. She said students
approach her with suggestions to take to the Board and
words of encouragement.
Smith has not divulged any conce111s she plans to
address to the board, citing a confidentiality clause that
prevents her from doing so. She is not at liberty to discuss the plans she had for the original September meeting that was cancelled because of the tragedies or her
plans for the upcoming November 16th meeting.
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"I am bound by r---,,.---,--.,,,--- =;----.,,_.---....,-,--,support the Board in its goals to
legal agreement to
improveitseffectivenessandcontinue to strive for improvement of
not disclose any of
the activities of the
the University. While handling
student concerns Smith uses a simBoard, including my
ple Three R system to better help
own as they relate t
O
her deal with student interest.
Board and commit"Though I am very limited in my
tee meetings/'
position as far as my ability to respond to every conSmith said. "Violation of this clause in any way would
cern, I am always quick to use my system of Three
lead to my immediate removal from the Board, and
R's: respond to the best of my knowledge at the time,
potentially to litigation, so I am very careful to be
refer the student to someone more capable of addressrespectful of it."
ing their issue, or relaying the message myself to PresiFormer Undergraduate Trustee,
dent Swygert or Secretary Hampshire-Cowen."
Charles Coleman Jr. said he
Currently, Smith has been active in helping the Uniswore to the same confidenversity shape its response to the terrorist attacks.
tiality clause as a member
Along with the Office of the President, HUSA, Office
of the board, but he still
of the Dean of the Chapel, Chapel Assistants and Musfound a way to balance his
lim Student Association, Smith helped to organize and
obligation to the board and
provide counseling and grief sessions for students
keep students informed.
along with a University memorial service.
"There is a delicate line because
In the platform Smith ran under last spring, Furtherof the confidentiality clause; howeving a Responsible, Exemplary, Sustainable Howard
er, there is a balance, and every stuUniversity (FRESH) she concentrated on four major
dent trustee needs to find it," said Coleman. "I was
points of interest. They are the sustainable developable to find it and keep students informed without
ment and technology, improving male retention and
damaging the integrity of the board's business and I
recruitment rates, improved facilities and enhanced
hope that current trustee Breana Smith is able to find
academic standards. However, Smith was reluctant to
that balance also."
point out what steps she has taken to carry out any
According to Smith, the responsibilities of the
points on her platform.
Undergraduate Trustee are to attend Board meetings,

Smit ays Boar, s
Clause ls Reaso n fio r
unt ld A genda

Student Visa Proposal ay
Affect Caribbean Students·
CSA Hosts General
Body Meeting,
Issues Discussed

versity," Bush said during remarks made after the
meeting. "And, therefore, we're going to start asking a
lot of questions that heretofore have not been asked."

By CHARLENE TALBOT
Contributing Writer

if Caribbean students are not present.
CSA officials admit they are not sure how they're
going to combat against Congress' proposal, but they
do plan to take action.
Lincoln Brown, Jr., a member of CSA's General
Council, said the organization's officers and members
will seek advice from the faculty and educate themselves as to how they can alleviate the problem. International students are not allowed to take part in as
many forms of protest as U.S. citizens are, said Brown.
Another CSA officer, Danielle Fraser, agrees with
Brown, and notes that the organization's contribution
is key to ensure future Caribbean students will have a
place at Howard.
Fraser, CSA's secretary, agrees the organization
must take action.
"We are here, and we have to make sure that others
follow behind us," said Fraser.

The government's proposal to make U.S. Visa laws
more stringent could seriously affect the number of
Caribbean and international students at the University,
HUSA Vice-President Alex Dixon told the Caribbean
Student Association Friday.
Dixon's comments at CSA's General Body Meeting
came after news reports detailed alleged hijacking suspect, Rani Hanjour, gained entrance into the country
by obtaining a student Visa.
This comes on the heels of the first meeting of the
Homeland Security Council. At the meeting, Bush
ordered Secretary of State Colin Powell and Attorney
General John Ashcroft to secure the help of Secretary
of Education Rod Paige to institute tighter controls and
ensure that student visas are being issued correctly.
"We plan on making sure that if a person has applied
for a student visa, they actually go to college or a uni-
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File Photo
Undergraduate Trustee Breana Smith.

"Unlike previous Trustees, Breana has not kept stu
Please See Undergraduate Trustee, A4

A Special Lecture

Dixon, who was in attendance to forge a relationship
bet,~recn the tWO student organizations, said he brought

the issue to the CSA's attention because the legislation
may detract from the University's diverse composition

Please see CSA, A4

Meridian Hill Residents Face
Another Power Outage
By MONICA STEELE
Contributing Writer
Residents of Meridian Hill Hall were faced with
another setback after another power outage rocked one
floor of the dorm on Sunday.
This is the second outage this semester. Some students feared that vital information such as work stored
in their personal computers would be lost.
"I potentially lost everything in my room again,"
said Toyin Ogunsun, a sophomore computer science
major. " My stuff survived the f1rst shock earlier this
year, but this time my TV, Computer and refrigerator
are not functioning. I may have easily lost over $1500
dollars worth of equipment today," Ogunsun said.
Officials at the dorm took immediate action to correct the problem by calling emergency maintenance
workers. However, no official response was given for
the cause of the incident.
Longtime residents of the dorm felt that this year
was something different by living here.
" I have been living in Meridian Hall, and I have
never seen anything like this happen before." George
Nutall, a senior COBIS major and third year resident
said. " I pay $2200 a semester to be accommodated
with the appropriate housing, and this is the thanks that
I get. This is the second time that this has happened,
and once again none of my stuff is working, but I
refuse to take this one as a lose."

While students expressed their outrage at the situation, there were some officials of the residence hall
who shared their thoughts.
" It angers me to see stuff like this continuing to
happen to my floor," said Kimberly Borroughs, the 8th
floor resident assistant.

Photo by Clintandra Thompson

As a guest speaker for interested University students on campus, an African preacher spoke in Dougla~ Hall last week.

"Unfortunately, Howard has never done anything
about students stuff before, and I hope that Howard

y stu survive t e 1rst s oc
arlier this year, but this time my TV,
Computer and refrigerator are not
unctioning, I may have easily lost
ver $1500 dollars worth of equipment
oday,"
--Toyin Ogunsun, Meridian
Resident, Sophomore
Computer Science Major
does try to compensate students for their losses."
For the time being, residents affected by the power
outage were asked to submit work orders and an
account of the things lost to the Community Director
and Residence Life.

Campus
'

Find out how Shalinda, Verbal Armageddon's first female
MC did in this year's
competition.
Page A2.
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What qualities do
you look for in a
student leader?

"A person who has a genuine interest in the betterment of the student
body."
Ebony Glenn, Freshmen
Broadcast Journalism

By CORY HOWARD
Contributing Writer
Despite September's terrorist attacks and America's new
war on terrorism in Afghanistan, the regimen of the Reserves
Officers Training Corporation (ROTC) has not changed,
officers say.
According to Air Force ROTC, cadets' regimens still consists of a training environment for going into the service
upon graduation. The training process includes learning
when to salute officers, air force etiquette, and instruction
on how to serve their country.
Since last month's terrorist attacks, ten students have
enrolled into the University's Army ROTC program, bringing the total number to 110.
"There is no hesitation in my mind that because of this
tragedy Howard University's ROTC program will only
continue to see an increase in enrollment," said Army Col.
Tyrone Brown.
The University has over 80 cadets on two, thtee, and fouryear scholarships in the Army ROTC program, which pays
for tuition and half of their•housing. According to Army
Lt. Annette Conley, a graduate nursing student, the tragedy
has shown whether cadets were in the program for the
money or to serve the nation. Conley also said cadets have
shown more patriotism and have recommitted themselves
to what they believe in.
Two University cadets, Tuanshanit Pittman, a senior business management major and Cadetta Bridges, a senior
health management major serving in the reserves, were
called into active duty a few days following September 11 th .
According to Brown, the students were sent to their perspective units thtough their specialties, as military police

guards. The cadets' mission was to help with security within D.C. Units. Since being called, the cadets have completed their duty and returned to the University.
There services were short, due to the four-year contract
they signed with the ROTC program at the University,
allowing them to finish their military training before they
go into the reserves full time.
Some students admit they have had an increase in patriotism since the war on terrorism began.
"There was a slight chance I was going into the Air Force
before the tragedy occurred," said sophomore Cadet Doria
Thomas, a pre-med chemistry major. "Since the tragedy I
have gained a since of pride to aide my country against terrorism, and will do what ever it takes to do just that."
Conley said tragic events take place everyday and by being
a part of the ROTC program, cadets have made a commitment to their country. There is no time for sitting around and
doubting decisions said Conley.
"You can't run from death," said Conley.
On the day of the attack, cadets were told from commanding officers thtough telephone calls and e-mails not go
near any federal buildings, wear uniforms, salute, or inform
people they were in the military.
" We need to support our leaders decisions at all times.
Civilians should understand situations are done that are
required and they may not always know why," said senior
Cadet Beray Gant, a military science major.
Gant used the example of United States President George
W. Bush, not revealing all government secrets to the general population for fear that enemies might become abreast
of the governments tactics.
In light of the slight possibility of being called into action,
Conley said it is more dangerous living a normal, everyday

I

File Photo
The University's United States Air Force ROTC program said
the regiment has not changed since the America was began its

attack on Afghanistan last month.

life.
"We are living a war every single day of our lives more
people get hit by a bus, so I don't doubt the decision I made
to serve my country," Conley said.
During these anxious times, the University's president said
these are times where individuals' ideals need to be respected.
"Howard University is our extended family, so we need
to regard everything that has happened since the tragedy and
hold onto its core values, and we will get thtough this," said
H. Patrick Swygert.

Bison in Britain
Mentors Donate
Tnne to Local School Sexuality in Europe Part VIII
By STEPHANIE CROUCH
Contributing writer

"Ir-takes a willingness to devote his
of her time to be involved in various
student activities. They also should
have great public speaking skills, as
well as, remaining calm under
pressure."
Chuka Asike, Senior
Biology

The children were asleep when they arrived, but that soon
changed. The children of Shaede Elementary School were
instantly jolted from their sleep by the excitement of having
IO University mentors spend the day with them early last week.
Team RISE (Righteous, Inspired, Students, Elevated) from
Howard University's 21" Century Advantage Program, visited the Northeast DC school in hopes of providing a safe and
happy Halloween for local students.
The group of University students arrived at the school and
assembled 20 Pre- Kindergarteners into five groups of four.
Each group was given a team leader and lead thtough five fun
stations. These stations included face painting, goody bag
design, witches brew, lollipop ghosts and the storybook.
A smile was brought to the face of freshmen marketing major
Essence Sweat when she was asked to recall the reactions of

"I think that we need leaders that
are not afraid to keep it real. If they
know what's going on behind the
scenes, then they should not be
afraid to let students know what is
going on. Whether its good news or
bad news."
O'keyla Smith, Senior
Physical Therapy

"I look for someone that's not afraid
to stand up against the administration and fight for students
privileges and rights."
Jon Howard, Sophomore
Physical Therapy

the Children.
, _
"You could tell the kids were ecstatic," she said. "There were
no instances of bad behavior or even crying. The children were
just smiling from ear to ear and you could tell they appreciate everything we did," Sweat added.
Children at the face painting station were disguised as
clowns, tigers, power rangers and vampires, while tissue
paper, pipe cleaners and lollipops were used to create ghosts
at the lollipop ghost station. The kids also took part in creating a witch's brew that consisted of spiders, skeletons, snakes
and different color eyeballs and frogs. Shaede students were
also allowed to design their own trick-or treat bags and read
a scary story at the last station.
The fun filled day ended with a group Halloween story and
a rally of songs including, the Frog Song, the Wheels on the
Bus Go Round and Round, and Old McDonald. The team
members then packed up and headed back to Howard's campus.
Many of the RISE members undoubtedly felt the same as
Erica McDaniel, as she was thankful for being able to give just
a little something back to people who really appreciated it.
"I think all of the members know in their hearts that we
wouldn't be where we are today if it wasn't for the sacrifices
that someone else made," said McDaniel, a freshman marketing major." We just wanted the children to know that we're
here to help support and build them up."
Other team members of Rise agreed with McDaniel and also
hope to serve as positive influences for the students in the
future.
"From my understanding, these kids come from many different backgrounds," freshmen Candice Jackson said. "And
since they might not have that many positive influences
around them, we hope to serve as their role models."
The Halloween party at Shaede Elementary is just one of several events that team RISE had planned for this year. In coming weeks, the team plans on participating in a homeless walk,
clothing drive and food drive. Team RISE also has a positive
outlook in the amount of participation from group members.
"We had a rough start towards the beginning, as far as getting everyone to come to the meetings," freshmen marketing
major Keli McCain said. "But I think the outlook is pretty positive because we're finally starting to work together as a team."

Verbal

Kareena Cruse, Sophomore
Physical Therapy

Compiled by: Vince Smith
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Last Friday evening, twenty-two of the area's best lyricists
gathered in the Blackbum Center for the second round of
the 4th annual Verbal Armageddon Tournament. As the
spectators began to get their seats, contestants patiently
awaited for the competition to begin. The anticipation for
the evening was high, as everyone knew the second round
was the battle round, also known as the round where the fans
were separated from the artists.
In Round two, two lyricists were given a chance to show
off their skills and take verbal jabs at one another. Each lyricist was given 45 seconds each while passing the microphone between each other thtee times.
While at first the competition lacked energy, due to problems with microphones, the night picked up speed as competitiors began to be heard, insults and all. Shok-C wasted
no time as he humiliated LE Double NY, letting everyone
know, "I'm the HU Razor Ramon/ you're the HU Raven
Symone".
As the show went on, lyricists seemed to get hungrier and
hungrier during the round between Zawcain and Prophecy.
The two lyricists had already butted heads against each other
in Round I of Verbal Armageddon.
"I definitely was hungry tonight," said Zawcain after his
victory. "You know the world said my first round was a fluke

- -···-- - --

In her autobiography, Conundrum, Monis states: ''I was three or
perhaps four years old when I realized that I had been born into
the wrong body, and should really be a girl." Monis amended this
blunder of nature with a gender role change, begun with medication in 1964 and finalized by srngery in 1972.
Dr. James Morley, an Abnonnal Psychology professor agrees that
transsexuals often feel that they were born in the wrong body. "They
often feel trapped and feel that they cannot live unless they have
the operation done, so that can live the life the life they were destined to live. This is categorized as Gender Identity Disorder," says
Morley.
Sexuality in Europe is different from the US. Jay Nixon, an openly gay student, from Baltimore, MD maintains that homosexuality is viewed differently in the Europe. ''I have lived in Germany
and the United Kingdom, people are not as homophobic as in the
US. In Europe people are more open minded and it is unacceptable to make gay jokes or negative conunents such that is so gay
or he is so gay, even heterosexuals get offended when that is done,"
Nixon said. _
_

Maurice Maxie, a graduating senior and native of CT!arleston,
SC is also a gay student ho finds Europe a more relaxed environment ''Being in London allows me to get rid of stereotypes Iformed
in the United States. Where a male with a high pitched voice, wearing tight jeans and is fond of the arts such as dance and theatre is
often labeled as gay. Here is quite the contrary, people are not placed
in those molds," says Maxie.
According to Morley, a Psychology expert, sexuality especially
in Europe is not seen in Black and White, there are several shades
in between which allows more tolerance, where as in the US things
are a lot more defined.
Mikkel Nyquist a Corporate Communication major from Oslo,
Norway asserts that the US has a distorted view about masculinity and femininity. ''When I travel to the States, European males
are perceived as effeminate because our pants are tailored and we
are said to have feminine mannerisms. However, I challenge the
idea of men from US, wearing pants 3 times one's size does not
make one more masculine,"Nyquist said.
It is evident that gender is a social construct. This cemented gender construct in US affects heterosexuals such as Vanessa Magee.
"Often times I would like to go to a musical or a play with my boy
friend, but he is unwilling because that is too girly, the question
becomes by whose definition. It becomes very frustrating as males
always feel this mge to prove their masculinity so that are not viewed
as gay," Magee said.
Macho man phenomenon is restrictive. While of fall break in
Spain a few weeks ago it became more apparent to me that sexuality in Europe is more relaxed. The hotel where I stayed had a
beauty pageant with men dressed as women or drag show itis often
called in the US. It was a family event, children were there, people laughed and had a great time. After the show was over the contestants were dressed in theirnonnal attire, they had not lost an ounce
of the masculinity.
We are socialized to think that certain behaviors are inherently
male or female. The trouble and strive at the crossroad of gender
and sexuality, can only be altered if some of our constructs are renovated or demolished.

Emails are welcome at bisoninbritain@hotrnail.com
Keny-Ann K Hamilton, Junior, Broadcast major, study abroad
in London

ageddon Explodes

By: JOZEN CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Follow through with their
campagne. Don't preach about
one thing and do another."

Sexuality today
remains a taboo
topic, we just
don't talk about
it. The Fifth Congress of the
Americas held at
the Universidad
de las Americas
in Puebla,Mexico delved into
issues involving
Gender studies at
its biennial conference late last
month.
Some of the
topics discussed
were constructs
of femininity,
masculinity, and
sexuality, gender and changing attitudes, and also cultural stereotypes relating to gender. Mary Roberts, a Senior Lecturer of the
Fine Arts Department at Richmond College and an expert in Photography was one of the key presenters at this conference.
Robert's exhi5ition of photographs was entitled "Soured Sweet:
The Abbreviated
Life of a Transsexual Community in Istanbul, Tlllkey."The photographs were approximately 5ft by 5 ft in size and each had an
accompanying text, which were
quotes from the various subjects in each picture.
Istanbul has a transgender community of approximately 20003000 people. They were concentrated in the Taksim district on the
European side of Istanbul. These women lived on Ulker Street,
however, the police recently embarked on a campaign to "clean
up" Ulker Street to rid the town the "transvesty" community.
Transvesty is the term used to describe persons at various stages
of the process of becoming another gender. Many transgenderresidents in fear of their lives have fled the District.
The action has alarmed human rights organizations such
Amnesty International
and the Transgender Advocacy Coalition based in Tlllkey.
Roberts who has visited the community at various times to photograph these women is equally outraged.
.'Their community has been destroyed, it is a life that has gone
sour. Many of these people have been dropped by family members. This community provided a strong support system, which
is critical as they undergo the many traumatic stages, especially
after srngery," Roberts said.
One ofthe gravest problems faced by members of the transgender
community is the becoming legally employed. Tlllkey has a colored identity card system, pinkforwomen and blue formales.1here
is a legal stipulation which prohibits employing pei,ons who do
not appear to be the gender indicated by their card; as a result many
Turkish transvesties" worlc as prostitutes or as club hostesses.
It is quite a contrast in London. People are not legally discriminated against based on their sexual orientation. One outstanding
travel writer Jan Monis comes to mind. She was born James
Humphtey Monis; her early life was ttuly one of emotional conflict, due not only to her parents' divorce, but also in light of her
masculinity.

because rapping about your mom is like singing a gospel
song at the Appolo, it can't get booed."
Nevertheless, Zawcain remained humble after his victory, giving props to his opponent by saying, "It's like a good
rapper lost tonight, he was a good opponent".
One of the biggest rounds of the evening was the round
between female MC Shalinda and last year's Verbal
Armageddon champion Icon. Shalinda, not even phased by
the reputation of her opponent, came at the defending
champion with an energetic performance. Icon answered
back by going after Shalinda's looks
and bringing everyone to their feet by saying, "I ain't afraid
to hit a b****". In an attempt to come back Shalinda
claimed she was the object of Icon's affection saying, "Ya
know I have the looks of a model/with a body shaped like
Photo By Clintandra Thompson
a coke bottle". But in the end Icon would be the victor, as MC Shalinda performs in the second round of Verbal Armageddon,
Shalinda ended up becoming visibly upset and stumbling
over her lyrics, while Icon spit his freestyle with the confivote, and in doing so Freddie Thumps was proclaimed the
dence of a champion.
winner.
More controversy came later in the evening in the round
In the end, the night proved to be a success.
between freshman sensation Freddie Thumps and Tony
"Tonight was definitely a success," said Brandon Ray, the
Space. By the end of their face-off, it was obvious to almost host of the second round. "We had a sell out crowd, and I
everyone that Freddie Thumps was the victor. Host Bran- believe the strong competition is only an indication of things
don Ray told the judges to put up 1 finger for Freddie to come."
Thumps and 2 fingers
The final round will take place November 29 in the Blackfor Tony Space. When the votes were tallied up, Tony Space bum Ballroom, with the last 11 competitors battling it out
was declared the winner, which started a near riot between for a chance to make their claim as Verbal Armageddon
the judges and the audience. The audience demanded a re- champion.
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By CoREY R. McQUEEN
Contributing Writer
Though images of destruction and mayhem oven;eas has been
widely broadcast throughout the nation since Sept. I I"', Directorofthe Study Abroad Betty J. Aikens said the number of applicants vying to study in a foreign nation has increased this year.
Aikens said that in spite of the war that is being waged by the
United States in different parts of the world, the number of srudents swprisingly did not dwindle.
''If anything student interest has increased," said Aikens.
Aikens, who admittedly cannot pin pointthereasonforthe boost
in interest, speculates the positive response is due to the spread
of infonnation by word of mouth.
Doing her part to improve the turnout of the program, Aikens
has made it a point to speak to srudent clubs and organizations to

make Howard srudents aware of the opportunity to srudy abroad.
In light of the nation's current war activities, University srudents
presently talcing part in the program are not in any grave danger,
according to the director. Maintaining that the University's primary concern is the welfare of students participating in foreign
exchange programs, Aikens said taere has been no request toterminate the programs talcing place now.
''No one has asked to come home and that's our main concern,"
Aikens said.
Aikens made it clear that all of the University students srudyingin other countries are well, andhavenot been affected by September's attacks. Aikens has received e-mails from both the srudents and the companies responsible for the students, and all
reports indicate that everything is up to par.
For the Fall 200I semester there are 11 srudents enrolled in the
program in four different locations: France, England, South

A New tion for e
Struggling college student
Smells of chicken and cornbread saturate the air of Georgia Avenue's Wilson's diner as Antonio Adair, an executive of Pre-Paid Legal Service, Inc. (PPL) speaks with
student associates about the opporrunity to simultaneously
earn money and help people with their legal troubles, late
last week.
During the meeting, Adair, Platinum Executive Director of PPL, said the associates may earn up to $42,000
monthly by helping people become members and have
access to this legal coverage service. The main mission,
claimed by the associates, is to educate working class people on an opportunity to be protected legally at all times.
The service, founded in 1972, provides legal protection
to middle income Americans. The outlined mission of this
company is to address our legal system's "Equal Justice
Under Law" and that it has, in the past, only catered to
individuals who can afford it.
Adair, who previously worked in a local postal office,
said the time spent with the company has been very beneficial.
"Time is of the essence. In just three short years, I have
tripled my income, retired my mother, and have helped
many people. Success is promised with time and diligence," said Adair.
The company, in recent years, has enjoyed a number of
accolades. Ranked fifth by Forbes magazine in 1998 on
their list of the top 200 small companies, featured in Fortune Magazine as one of the fastest growing companies
in America, as well as being the 33,d fastest growing company on the New York Stock Exchange, Pre-Paid Legal
Services, Inc. has established itself as one to be reckoned
with.
The product, according to the company's website, is top
quality service from well-educated attorneys for any possible problem a person might encounter, but normally cannot afford.
"With the rising need for legal assistance, access to legal
counsel is more important now than ever before. We make

said Harris.
Another student cited that her change of mind was due
to the
'
. ,
possible backlash she may encounter oven;eas.
·
'1 was really considering srudying in Egypt one sonester
because it would be good exposure, but with all this chaos in
America I'm afraid I might be persecuted in another count!)'
because ofmy nationality," said Sherita Martin, a sophomore biology IDaJOr.
The srudy abroad program is offered only to sophomores and
juniors and applications are accepted during September for the
Spring semester and in March for the Fall.
At present, Howard is engaged in three programs. American
Institute For Foreign Study, International Student Exchange, and
Study Abroad Australia The most popular countries for Howard
students are Spain, England, France and South Africa

Campolo Teaches How to . . , , ve by
Being 'Politically Dangerous'

.

By JANELLE STIELL
Contributing Writer

Africa and the Dominican Republic.
Forrunately, the director's feeling about sending srudents off for
the Spring semester has not changed. None of the upcoming trips
have been cancelled due to lack of interest. Aikens also notes that
from past years she only sent about five to six srudents, but now,
she intends to send twice that amount per semester.
Contnnyto how Aikens feels about the program, some students
have had an adjustment in their thinking since the terrorist attacks
in September.
Alice Harris, a sophomore piano performance major, said a goal
for her junior year was to study in Italy and enhance her musical
talent by srudying the work of heralded pianists, However, her
plans have been altered.
"Since everything that has happened from September II"', I have
changed my mind about participating in the program, The last
place I am tlyingto be is away from my family at a time like this,"

access to qual;ty legal assistance easy and accessible,"
said founder and CEO, Harland C. Stonecipher on the web
site.
Many people are skeptical of this business approach,
however, senior sociology major and manager with the
company, William Ashbourne Brawner, said otherwise.
''This is a great opporrunity. People are getting paid, period." Brawner explained why the company is financially
sound. "It's definitely a market that is an untapped eco-

By LAUREN CHILDRESS
Contributing Writer
In an unusually tranquil Chapel service, a motivational
message on loving our enemies just as Christ taught us
was delivered by highly sought after evangelist, Dr.
Anthony Campolo in Cramton Auditorium, Sunday.
Campolo, who was on his annual visit to the University,
said that America needed to approach its current strife
with Afghanistan through a "spiritual warfare" instead
of through violence,
During his "politically dangerous" sermon, taken from
I Peter I: 13-16, Campolo described September's tragedy
as the finest and most horrible time for the nation.
"These are the best of times because we have probably
never seen heroism witnessed as we did on September
11 ' h ... it is also the worst of times because I have seen the
emergence of certain attitudes, and certain hatred," said
Campolo.
Campolo preached that terrorism has taken away our
security and our sense of well being, causing Americans
to be afraid to fly and open mail. In the midst of the "worst
of times," it is easy for Americans to be resentful and
hateful, however, Campolo describes such hatred as only
resulting in further destruction.
"Hate is a demonic tool whereby we will be destroyed.
We need to surrender our lives to Jesus, and ask Jesus to

nomic source of revenue."

Despite the stigmatism usually associated with lawyers,
Adair said the ones in his service are quite the contrary.
According to Adair, "Being paid to help someone else
is well worth the work. Attorneys are now user friendly.
Usually when people think of integrity and attorneys, it
is thought to be an oxymoron, but with the free access to
these lawyers, our company provides a legal shield that
gives our members a sense of peace of mind."
Dave Luetkenhaus, a customer of PPL said, "When I
don't have to make a financial decision, it's easy to call
and find out what my rights and options are."
According to the company's brochure, North America's
wealthiest IO percent have immediate access to lawyers,
'Nhile the bottom IO percent is left to public defense. The
overall goal of the company is to provide a lawyer for any
situation whose services can be called upon in a prompt
manner.

"The services are dynamic," says Olu Burrell, a senior
English major, and Senior Associate with PPL. Burrell utilized the service when a conflict arose with a purchase
he made on E-Bay, "More wise and informed decisions
are made when you have a lawyer at your disposal," he
continued.
Customers and associates alike, praise the function of
this fast-growing company. Susan Jones, another customer of PPL says, "To know that it's there, if we need it
to protect us and our interests, is just incredible. It's priceless. It's like a security blanket."
To look up this company and its success, consult all the
reputed magazines, and visit the website: w,vw.prepai-

come in and teach us to love our enemies," Campolo said.

Aside from teaching how hatred is a recipe for destruction, Campolo also spoke on the issue of racial profiling
against the Arab community by not only whites, but by
blacks as well.
"Profiling has no place in our world and I am angry with
the attorney general who puts a thousand Arabs behind
bars with no reason other than that they are Arabs," said
Campolo.

Campolo concluded his sermon by reminding the congregation that they can do incredible things through
Christ.
"Invest your lives where there is need and be (like) Jesus
for others. To turn things around, the world needs hundreds of Jesus'. Invite Jesus to come into your life," Campolo said.
Kanika MaGee, a divinity graduate student and a Graduate Assistant of the Chapel, felt that the message today
'
hit a lot of issues currently facing our society.
"The sermon was wonderful," said MaGee. "It was ·
responsive to the current issues and current concerns of '
not only the student body, but the community as a whole ,
and it brought forth a prophetic and profound word that
'
is built on the foundation of the Bible."
Shaneka Harris, a sophomore political science major, '
agrees with MaGee on Campolo's sermon.
"The sermon was very nice, and he addressed a lot of .
points that needed to be touched as far as profiling and ·
us trying to get revenge, which is a very negative reac- ·
•
h
tion to the whole September 11 ' incident," said Harris. :
Other students were not as enthused about the sermon ·
delivered by the guest speaker. Taneka Williams, a:
freshmen marketing major, said that Campolo, a white .
man, was not as seasoned as previous guest ministers. :

"I think it was a good service because it showed diver- ,,
sity, but I don't like the fact that he wasn't as qualified ·
•
as previous pastors- he was more of a motivational
speaker," said Williams.
Campolo is a media commentator on religious, social and :
political matters, has appeared on a number of television ·
programs, and is the author of Revolution and Renewal: :·
How Churches Are Saving Our Cities.
'
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NEW YORK- A San Diego college
student by the name of Osama
Awadallab, who was charged in a
criminal complaint two weeks ago
with lying to a grand jury about his
knowledge of two suspected September 11 hijackers, has been indicted for the same offense. Awadallab
allegedly lied twice to a grand jury
about his knowledge of Nowaf
Alhazmi and Khalid Almihdar,
whom the Justice Department identified as two of the hijackers on board
American Airlines 77. Awadallah
was arraigned before the U.S. District Judge Shira Scheindlin on Monday.
WASHINGTON- The House late
Thursday approved an aviation security measure that will let the federal
government oversee airport security
but does not make airport screeners
federal employees. The Republicans backed the measures with a
vote of 285 to 138 calls for federal
oversight of private security screening companies. The administration
will have the choice to hire private
security companies or federal
employees.
DETROIT - Two men in their 40's
were found shot Friday morning in
a home on Detroit's Westside. The
father of one of the men was delivering his son's medication when he
discovered the bodies at the house,
on the 1400 block of Cloverlawn,
police said. The son was shot in his
abdomen while investigators hadn't
yet determined where the other man
sustained a wound. The name of the
individuals has not been released
yet.
NEW YORK - The stock rose
today as Wall Street looked beyond
the grim news of the largest jump in
unemployment in two decades. The
Dow Jones industrial average rose
59.64 points, or 64%, to end at
9,323.54, according to the latest data
while the NASDAQ composite
slipped 0.57 of a point to 1,745.73.
The Standard & Poor climbed 3.10
point, or 0.29%, to 1,087.20.
LOS ANGELES - The FBI has
alerted eight western states, after

receiving unconfirmed information
that terrorists may be targeting suspension bridges on the west coast.
Although the FBI had not yet corroborated the information, they just
decided to issue a waruing.
TEXAS - Two teenagers were
merely playing a prank Tuesday
evening as they flew over
Friendswood Stadium and dropped
rolls of paper towels onto the field.
The teenagers chartered the Cessna
150 around 4:45pm Tuesday and
then flew over the stadium, prompting concerns from fans watching a
junior varsity football game. The
boy's are out on $30,000 bond, but
now they must answer to investigators from the federal Aviation
Administration.
MISSOURI - The sports editor of
a Columbia newspaper was attacked
and beaten to death Wednesday
night. Police said Kent Heitholt, 47,
was attacked in the newspaper parking lot. Several witnesses described
at least two suspects who may have
been involved, police said. Heitholt
grew up in Lawrence, Kansas and
was a sports editor at the Columbia
Daily Tribune for the last five years.

Compiled by contributing writer
Stephanie Crouch.

By MONICA BARBARA
Engage Editor
The attacks on the US came just
weeks before the scheduled close of
appropriations for FY2 (fiscal year
2002). The annual appropriations
process, which determines how much
money each government program
and agency will receive, covers a
fiscal year beginning on October I
and ending on September 30 every
year.
The attacks, however, have placed
a serious pale over what appeared at
first to be a constituent pleasing year
for the Bush administration, with the
mailing of refund checks to many
Americans.
In Virginia, the attacks caused an
estimated $1.8 billion economic loss
and a sharp unemployment increase.
Complicating matters even more is
the large amount of money now

being spent on the war on terrorism,
to include military defense tactics
and homeland defense efforts. Last
week Bush received heavy bi-partisan pressure to remove the $40 billion ceiling on emergency spending
with senators and representatives,
saying that areas such as the FBI
were being neglected financially.
There is no doubt we need more
money for the military and homeland
security, said Representative Bill
Young (R-FL).
Bush, last week, expressed that he
was deeply concerned about the possibility of economic recession and
demanded that congress produce an
economic recovery package by the
end of this month. And officials
have stated that if the war in
Afghanistan continues at its current
pace, the Pentagon will have
exhausted their 2002 monetary
resources by January.

Though the attacks have certainly
made a considerable impact on the
American economy, llush's concerns
may be coming too late.
According to Finance Secretary
John W. Forbes, the economy was
faltering before the September 11
attacks. Forbes predicts that America is headed toward a national recession that is unlikely to end until the
middle of next year.
While billions of dollars continue to
be spent on the war on terrorism and
the questionable tactics within, other
normal governmental priorities such
as education, health care, and the
like are suffering. While the Bush
administration considers raising the
$40 billion ceiling on emergency
spending, a recent request by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for $500 million to upgrade
state laboratories responsible for analyzing bioterrorism agents was

turned down by Congress.
The economic sting of the September 11 attacks are not just being felt
in the US, however. The threat of a
world-wide recession prevails with
the occurrence of incidents worldwide.
In Argentina, for example, auto
saleshave decreased by 40% (compared to this time last year), forcing
Fiat to operate their plant for only one
week out of each month. The Hyatt
resort in Bali has had cancellation of
80% of their November bookings,
while the annual staging of Aida in
Egypt at the Great Pyramids of Giza
has been cancelled due to security
concerns. Everything in Japan, as
with many US companies, is offered
at zero percent financing, with loan
decreases so sharp that banks are
depositing excess money into other
banks.

Harvard Tutors Tackle Prison Education
•
By ZACHARY R. HEINEMAN
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
CAMBRIDGE- It could be any
van ride with a bunch of Harvard
University students. Up front a couple of guys are debating the merits of
different types of urinals, while in the
back the question is whether or not to
nickname some guy Bruce. Jam'n
94.5 dominates the stereo. But this is
not an excursion to a Red Sox game
or the Museum of Fine Arts.
The destination of the van is the
Connelly Center in Roslindale,
Mass., a secure youth treatment facility. Many of the kids there have been
convicted of sex offenses, attempted
murder or armed robbery. The Harvard students, part of the Prison Education Program of the Phillips Brooks
House Association (PBHA), are
going to tutor them.
Patrick C. Toomey has brought
"The Cay" by Theodore Taylor to
give to his tutee. Sara R. Feinberg
holds a Newsweek she plans to read
and discuss with hers.
As the van turns into the Connelly
Center lot, the mood begins to
change. By the time they enter the
building - a utilitarian brick box - all
the tutors have assumed a businesslike attitude.
Jennifer Mossner, a Michigan
native who runs the educational programs of Connelly, greets evei,yene
at the door. She has had a long day
- there was a fight and one of the
kids was taken to the hospital. Every
day is long, Mossner says, but she
still manages to stay upbeat.
"My kids are at their best at this
time," she says, almost like a proud
parent. As far as parents go, the kids
at Connelly have generally not had

the best luck. Many were sexually
abused when they were younger,
Mossner says, and most never
received much guidance, academically or otherwise.
"Some of the kids have never been

read to one on one," Mossner points
out.
For the kids at Connelly, most of
who are high school age but read at
a fourth- or fifth-grade level, working one on one with the Harvard students allows for an intellectual
engagement that would never be possible in a group classroom environment.
"There's no fronting or trying to
impress their peers," Mossner says.
The Connelly kids are on their best
behavior during tutoring, because for
them it is a privilege to get off "the
floor" - the series of rooms where
they spend much of their time.
On this day, some of the kids who
were involved in the fight aren't
allowed to come down. At tutoring
all the kids have come from the gym
and are freshly showered. They are
all calm, and it is obvious that none
of the tutors feel unsafe or uncomfortable. Staff members are still present in each classroom in case a problem ever arises.
There are rules, though. Tutors are
told they should try to avoid talking
about their kids' criminal histories
and personal experiences. There is
also a "no touch" policy. While handshakes are discouraged, hugs are
absolutely prohibited. But despite the
restrictions on interactions, the Harvard students inevitably gain a sense
of the kids they tutor - close in age
but in a far different position.
"He told me he has a baby girl. He

showed me a poem he'd written for
her," says Kristin M. Garcia, describing her tutee.
For the tutors, seeing the kids in that
manner makes it difficult for them to
envision them as criminals.
"It doesn't seem like these are kids
who committed the crimes I know
they committed," says Irene B. Janis,
who leads the Connelly program.
Other tutors say they are surprised
by the way they are able to interact
with their kids.
"He seems like a normal guy," says
Michael Grunfeld.
The tutors say they believe that
these kids are not inherently bad, but
are victims of their situations.
"I see in those kids what I could be
in other circumstances," says Gregory M. Ingolia. "They're all good
kids; they just made one or two mis..
t ak es,.
Janis agrees.
"In my life those choices were
never presented," she says.
Mossner says that keeping the kids
from making the same mistakes
when they are back in society presents the largest challenge. Education, she says, plays an important
role in giving the Connelly kids other
options. A number of her students
have gone onto college, including
one who is currently on scholarship
at Bowdoin College.
"Every minute of every day someone is watching them. To go from that
back into the community can be a
mind-blowing experience," Mossner
says.
Those responsible for watching the
kids at all hours say they really get to
know them well.
"It's a good job because I like helping them, but it's stressful," one of the

residential staffers says. "But for the
ones you can help, it's worth it."
Garcia shares this attitude.
"I'm not saying we're going to
change the world," she says. "But we
can definitely help an individual."
Although the Connelly Center is in
Roslindale, Janis stresses that Prison
Education does not necessarily benefit a group of kids that are geographically identifiable.
"We don't have a specific community," she says. "But these kids are
coming out of the underserved communities that other programs work
with."
PBHA has run prison education
programs for many years, but the
Connelly Center program is fairly
new, having begun less than three
years ago.
For Janis, the most important
administrative aspect of the program
is trying to make sure the tutors show
up consistently.
"These kids have been let down so
many times," she says.
Tutors participate in the program
for a variety of reasons. Some do it
as part of a larger vision, as part of a
desire for prison reform. Others simply enjoy teaching and see prison
education as a perfect opportunity.
"My interest is giving to others as
others have given to me," Ingolia
says.
For many tutors, the program
becomes an integral part of their Harvard experience.
"I couldn't imagine being here and
not tutoring at Connelly Center,"
Janis says. "It's a huge part of my
life."

Undergraduate Trustee Visibility Raises Concern
,

From Al
dents up to date with her plans for
improving the conditions of the University," said senior marketing major,
Tiffany Arnold. "This is my last year
and I hoped that my elected leaders
would demand that University officials
take student problems seFiously; however, she has not proven to me that she will
bring about a change this semester."
What Smith did say is that she is playing
a key role in making sure that President
H. Patrick Swygert does not raise tuition
for the 2002-2003 school year by con-

versing with him although the Board has
not yet met. She also said she played an
integral role in making sure students in
hotel dormitories received metro cards,
computers and dining dollars.
"I am pleased and impressed with the
vigor and tenacity with which Swygert,
along with Dean Coleman have worked
in addressing the housing shortage this
year, and feel confident that such a
shortage will be averted next fall," said
Smith.
Another person who was instrumental in
getting amenities for students in hotels
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was HUSA President, Stefanie Brown.
Brown said that she plans on meeting
with Smith this week to discuss issues
that she wants brought to the Board's
attention, because at this point not
enough has been done.
"More communication needs to be going
on between student trustees and other .
student leaders," Brown said. "Something should have been done up to this
date, but I do believe that from this point
on she will step it up."
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FREETOWN, SIERRA LEONE Transport and communications minister Momoh Pujeh and his wife
Mary were arrested Thursday on
accusations of diamond smuggling
'in the war-ruined West African
nation. Pujeh and his wife are
accused of illicit diamond mining in
the eastern Kenema region, according to a statement released by AntiCorruption Commissioner Valentine
Collier. Officials at the presidency
said the government would wait for
further details before deciding
whether to dismiss the minister.
TEGUCIGALOA, HONDURASTropical storm Michelle quickly
gathered strength Thursday in the
Caribbean, threatening to become a
hurricane as it battered Honduras
and Nicaragua with flash floods.
Flooding from the storm has already
killed four and forced more than
115,000 people from their homes
over the past week. Another 19 people were reported missing, seven in
Honduras and 12 in Nicaragua.
While its path remained uncertain,
the storm could threaten the coast of
Mexico, the United States Cuba.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA - Oil
union leaders planned an eight hour
strike today to protest a government
plan to separate gas operations from
the state-owned oil company. The
government plan to create a new gas
company under the control of the
Energy and Mines Ministry. Gas
workers are concerned about losing
benefits they enjoyed from the state
owned Petroleos de Venezuela SA,
despite government assurance that
this will never happen. Venezuela is
a top petroleum supplier of the United States.
BEIJING, CHINA-The staff of the
British Embassy in Beijing has begun
anti-anthrax treatment after a suspicious package containing white powder arrived at the Embassy. Initial
test by Chinese quarantine officials
came up negative for anthrax virus,
but additional testing is being conducted.
JERUSALEM - British Prime
Minister Tony Blair has arrived in
Israel for talks with Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon in Jerusalem
and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
in Gaza. British Ambassador
Edward Chaplin said Blair's talks
were focused on getting Palestinians
and Israelis back to the negotiating
table after a year of fighting. The
drive to restart middle East peace
moves formed part of Blair's mission
to shore up Arab support for the US
led war against terrorism.
ZAMBIA, AFRICA- Zambia said
on Thursday it would introduce a
law to criminalize the deliberate
spreading of HIV-AIDS, jailing those
found guilty for up to 20 years. If the
proposed legislation is passed, Zambia would become one of the first
African countries to make the deliberate spreading of HIV-AIDS a criminal offence. One in five Zambians
adults has HIV or AIDS, posing the
biggest development challenge to the
southern African country. However,
the possible passing of the new law
will decrease these numbers drastically.

Compiled by contributing writer
Stephanie Crouch.
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ANKARA TURKEY -A member
of NATO, said it would send 90
troops to northern Afghanistan to
combat terrorists, train anti-Taliban
fighters and support humanitarian
aid operations. The move revealed
on Thursday, is important because
Turkey is the first Muslim nation to
join in the U.S. attacks against the
Taliban and Osama Laden. Ismael
Cem, Turkey's foreign minister says
its decision to send troops to
Afghanistan signals the war against
terrorism. According to Cem, "This
is not a war against Islam. Terrorism
does not have a religion."
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Chocolate City

1ves
By NIA McLEAN
Conttibuting Writer

The Art of

Revenge is Best Served Cold
By: Tracie Howard & Danita
Carter
New American Library
ISBN#0451204751
$12.99 (paperback)

'Just Talking'
By TIFFANY D. JACKSON
Contributing Writer
Does this sound familiar: you see a couple walking around campus, eating lunch
together, and frequently seen getting
signed out of each others dorm, but when
you ask is that your girlfriend or boyfriend
they distinctively, without hesitation say
"No, were just talking". Talking is the
loose definition of friends with benefits, a
couple with no title. This kind of behavior can lead to a relationship, but here in
the chocolate city it has more advantages
than that.
One advantage of ')ust talking" is the fact
that you can talk to as many people as you
want to because there are no strings, commitments or obligations you have to that
person since you're not an actual couple.
Therefore, you are free to explore other
opportunities when needed and are not
restricted. Many people never even had
real relationships because talking seems
easier than facing the adversity that comes
along with a real relationship.
However, there are too 1nany disadvantages and what-ifs in "just talking". One
of which is the people who actually use the
phrase to their advantage. A guy might
want to talk to a particular girl just until
the woman that he really wants is available. Also, a girl might want to talk to a ·
guy just to use him as a substitute for the
fact that her boyfriend is back home and
not near her at the present time.
My take on talking is bittersweet, and
since I've experienced it maybe more than
the average person on campus, I'd like to
indulge. On one hand, talking gives me a
chance to talk to more than one person at
a time. My most was four at once. But on
the other hand, talking can bring pain and
total crap in my life. Talking can be
defined with such phrases as "I'm not
looking for a relationship right now",
which is an often used, complete scapegoat. Does this make sense: I don't want
a relationship right now but I still want to
have sex with you, take you out, talk all
night long on the phone with you and buy
you gifts. What that person is really trying
to say is "I want you when I feel like having you or until something better comes
along". What are you suppose to think
with that kind of behavior?
And the ultimate killer of 'just talking"
is when you actually catch feelings for that
person. When you feel that he or she is perfect for you, no one else will do, and
you're ready for a real commitment. But
you're just talking and he or she doesn't
want that. So not only is your heart broken, but there is now confusion, stress, and
resentment. You slowly loose touch with
each other, which is worse than an actual,
official break up because your heart is
being slowly cut open instead of a quick
and easy shot. Now, you don't talk anymore but when you see each other on the
street you can't call him or her an ex
because you were never together in the
frrst place. I personally call my "talking
ex's" past experiences, because they were
at one point a new experience that I don't
have anymore. So be careful when you're
talking and only do it if you have to. But
hey don't listen to me. I just live life and
write about it.

Best friends, Dakota Cantrell and Morgan Nelson are pictures of corporate success. With Daker
ta as the Vice President of a Fortune 500 Company and Morgan, a bond trader on Wall Street the
stylish duo, clad in Gucci and Prada are climbing
to the top in all aspects. Morgan seems to have
everything: a handsome, loving, and equally successful husband as well as a clear shot to a prer
motion al her firm Dakota, while unlucky in love,
is rich in !.er career and with her stunning looks
and quick wit can easily have her pick of any man
she wants.
One night while attending a social gathering, the
two encounter Blake St Charles. Every bit a jetset playboy, Blake is rich, well educated, well connected, extremely channing and gay. With aspirations to emerge in the hospitality industry,
flamboyantBlakeknows how to entertain a crowd
and have a good time.
The three immediately click and a precarious relationship begins.
Frustrated with the stresses of corporate racism
and office politics, Morgan decides to join forces
with Blake and launch an upscale event-planning
company, much to the dismay of her husband
Miles, who is dislrustful of Blake, who slowly
proves himselfto be a slithery character. It becomes
painfully evident to Morgan that Blake has only
one interest in mind: his own. Caught in a web of
lies and betrayal, Morgan stands to lose everything
she has slruggled to gain including her marriage.
Dakota finally meets her match in Parker Emilio,
a man new to her company, who fits all of her

•
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requirements, except for the fact that he is not
Black. However, more than race stand between
Dakota and the love of her life. Shelby, her conniving coworker is used to getting the man of her
choice has her sights on Parker and will stop at
nothing to get him
With their lives and happiness in the balance,
Dakota and Morgan must hone their energies to
get to the source of Blake's never-ending trail of
deceit to prove that revenge is really best served
cold.
While bordering on being bourgeoisie, this book
captures the electticity ofNew York's social scene
as well as the complexities of the lives of black
career women. It is an interesting, at times comical page-turner with a plot that is as twisty as some
of its characters. The novel provides a look at the
highbrow world of two BAP-divas living large and
in charge, and teaches that for black women, the
glass ceiling is not a thing of the past. N.or do the
race rules shift simply due to a fancy title.
The book's main weakness is the endless rattling
off of brand-named "finer things" which gives it
a slightly pretentious feel. Some of the writing is
also redundant giving readers a feeling of deja vu
as they move through the passages. Also, the business jargon, used to lend authenticity to the story,
is somewhat confusing at times.
Overall, this book is a captivating, fast-read that
is highly recommended to anyone interesting in living the lucrative corporate life and the potential ups
and downs that come with the privilege of wearing Michael Kors, Jill Sander, DKNY. .. you get the
picture.
The authors Tracie Howard and Danita Carter
are success stories in their own right. 1-ioward, a
graduate of Georgia State University with a degree
in marketing was the former Director of Sales for
American Express and presently the Lifestyle editor for Savoy magazine. Carter is ajewelry designer who attained her stockbroker's license while
working on Wall Street. She resides in Manhattan
and has written for Essence.
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Betty Carter's Jazz Ahead Residency
Announces Application Deadline
By NIA D. McLEAN
Contributing Writer
The opportunity of a lifetime awaits all
young jazz composers and performers. Betty
Carter's Jazz Ahead program is currently
accepting applications for it's next season.
Jazz Ahead is a residency sponsored by the
Kennedy Center, offering up and coming
jazz artists the privilege of working with
established
artist instructors and performing in two
concerts that will be broadcast live
over the internet.
The program is named after its creator, the
late jazz legend Betty Carter who possessed
one of the geme's most remarkable voices
and sang with the
likes of Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker,
Miles Davis, and Lionel Hampton.
Along with making Ray Charles a household name with their rendition of "Georgia
On My Mind", Carter made a name for herself by starting her own record label, releasing her own albums, and eventually winning
a Grammy.
At the height of her success, Carter taught
and encouraged the young, aspiring musicians in her midst to get first-hand experience in making music. To her credit, many

musicians including drummer, Clarence
Penn and pianist, Cyrus Chestnut, have
Carter to attribute to their accomplishments.
Before succumbing to pancreatic cancer on
September 26, 1998, Carter continued her
passion for priming future generations of
jazz artists by founding Jazz Ahead in 1993.
The residency, which lasts from March 28
to April 5, 2002 provides individual instruction from residency leaders, performance of
new compositions, classes on jazz history
and the business of jazz, as well as a dialogue
on Betty Carter's life, and the ·prospect of
networking with other young jazz artists.
Past residency headers have included trumpeter, Terence Blanchard, and vocalist Carmen Lundy, to name a few.
The Kennedy Center supplies residency
participants with housing, roundtrip travel,
and a stipend for food. The tuition is free.
To be eligible, applicants must be dual
jazz composers and performers
under the age of 30. To apply, the applicants must present a resume, an audiorecording of their work and the free Jazz Ahead
application, which can bedownloaded at
Jazz Ahead's website: http://kennedy-center.org/jazzahead or by contacting Kennedy
Center Jazz at (202) 416-8348. The deadline
is December 21, 2001.

Play Review

Who Killed Raoul Revisits the Classic Whodunit'- Dinner Theatre Style
By MONICA BARBARA
Engage' Editor
Before the main course was served,
the dirmer guests of a crowded Blackburn Center Reading Lounge wondered to each other who among them
was Raoul. After dinner was served
it was made clear that Raoul was not
among us at all. Raoul was, in fact,
dead.
Who Killed Raoul was written, produced, and performed by present

Howard faculty, students, and former
students. Written by Henri Edmonds
and produced by Roberta McLeod,
the production was a comedy, murder mystery. lf the audience was
hoping to merely eat good food and
passively watch a play, they were
certainly in for a surprise.
The audience became apart of the
play's cast, as they were asked to help
solve the mystery of who killed
Raoul, after hearing the questioning
of six cast members who were sus-
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peel. Each dinner table of ten became
a team and had to give a collaborative answer to two questions placed
on each table: Who killed Raoul and
how did Raoul die?
The winning team received prizes.
The production was a bit shaky,
and the opportunity to make the play
even more interactive was missed.

The shifting of the whole dinner party
from the Blackburn reading lounge to
the forum and auditorium was too
awkward and clumsy. This error

- ----~---- ----·- -

-·

could have been avoided had the
play's creators chosen to keep the
main action in the Blackburn Reading Lounge and actually had Raoul
among the dinner guests before his
death.
Saving the production from these
slight errors, however, was the performance of the six suspects Ya ya Da
da (Goldie E. Patrick), Boobsie
Galore (Frenchie Davis), Mocha
Chocha Latta (Patrese D. McClain),
Lakeesha Moneka Dawana Colesta-

That's right. I said Lakeesha Moneka Dawana Colesta.-(Tia N'Dey Jennings), Black Drac (Benjamin
Ahmahl Dukes), and Evangeline
Throckmorton (Karen WiesnerPeterson).
Playing the detectives were Richard
D. Jones II and Raymond Watson.
While the play itself was a mystery,
the cast successfully created a dual
theme of comedy. Notable performances were that of Karen WiesnerPeterson, a Howard alumna, who

portrayed Evangeline Throckmorton
and Frenchie Davis, junior Music
Theatre major, who portrayed Boobsie Galore. Wiesner-Peterson dramatically carried off a thick French
accent while detailing her relationship to the murdered Raoul and proclaiming her innocence. Her needfor-the-spotlight antics were a
definite highlight of the play and
were, to say the least, comical.
The highlight of Davis' perforPlease See Raoul, A5

---•----·--------------------------------- ----------·-,.
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Restaurant Review

For Good Eats, Rocky's Cafe Is Best Bet
By ELENA BERGERON

Contributing Writer
The stretch of shops and restaurants in the heart of Adams Morgan
all clarnor for attention. On any night
of the week, neon lights beam across
18th and Columbia streets, shouting
to attract patrons to pupusas, gigantic pizza, and gourmet sushi over the
cacophony from the international
clubs that surround. It is amid this
bustle that a dozen or so small restaurants cultivate small followings by
limiting their menus and focusing on
food.
Rocky's Cafe is one of those little
jewels. The bistro (1817 Columbia
Rd., NW), which has as many
barstools as it does tables, thrives in
the shadow of local restaurant giants
Cashion's Eat Place and Perry's
which both do their own versions of
"hip gourmet"-fusion food for the

under 40 crowd. The symbiotic relationship between the big dogs in the
neighborhood and the smaller, less
established eateries works to the benefit of both, attracting crowds to a sort
of culinary cooperative.
"Adams Morgan isn't so much
about competition as it is a community of restaurants. People know that
they can get just about anything here
and it works to all our advantage,"
said co-owner and namesake
Rochelle "Rocky" Scott.
The 50-seat restaurant flourishes
and holds its own against its neighbors by serving quality food in a selfdescribed Creole-Caribbean style.
Chef Paul Pelt draws largely on his
frequent travels to New Orleans,
Jamaica, and Nigeria in crafting dishes that reflect the African influence
on both types of food.
"I try to use as many indigenous
ingredients as I can so that the food

!{You Go
V

Rocky's Cafe 1817 Columbia Rd., NW (202)3872580; accepts all major credit cards; happy hour
Mon.-Fri 5:30pm -7:30pm; 112 price menu Mon.Thur. 5:30pm-8:30pm
is authentic and true to each style.
There are items that are unique to
each form, the mire-poux (trio of
onions, celery, and peppers) and use
of rouxs that reflect French-Creole
cooking, and curry and smoking techniques that are characteristic of
Caribbean food. But there is a common African influence between both.
Using yams, fruits, greens, and
regional game comes from Africans,"
said Pelt.
His small menu strikes a well-

Weekly Horoscope
(Nov.4-Nov.10)
Aries (Mar.21-Apr.19)
This is the perfect time
to complete new projects
and assignments. This is
also a time for you to
determine whether or not
you want a serious relationship with the person
you've been dating.
Taurus (Apr.20-May
20)
Due to a lack of sleep
lately, this week has you
feeling cranky. You also

begin to question a lot of
things and wonder if
your aspirations are really worth it.
Gemini (May 21- June
20)
You receive recognition
and compliments this
week. Co-workers and
peers will be jealous.
Continue to be discreet
with your intentions and
future endeavors.
Cancer (June 21- July

22)
The person you put
down a couple weeks
ago, may be the same
person to help you out
one day.
Leo (July 23- Aug, 22)
With the planet Saturn in
your cycle this month,
it's time to decide what's
important. Be prepared
for changes that will
soon take place in your
life.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.
22)
You are more serious this
week than usual. This

attained balance between authentic
staples and gourmet sensibility.
Pelt offers a different gumbo daily,
on this occasion a cup of dark, smoky
duck, andouille, and oyster gumbo
($5.50) that arrives with a beautifully stewed duck leg resting at its center. Breaded and fried crab fritters are
perfected to a crisp, golden shell and
delightfully creamy inside with a
spicy remoulade sauce ($8.00).
Entrees come in well-suited portions
with an eye on balance. The Cuban

week especially calls for
you to spend time with
individuals who are
ambitious like yourself.
Libra (Sept. 23- Oct.22)
Someone in your past
has been trying to get in
contact with you. Do not
be surprised if you
receive a phone call from
an old friend this week.
Scorpio
(Oct.23Nov.21)
Learn to keep your
mouth shut sometimes.
Your blunt attitude hurts
the feelings of a good
friend.

style pork shank is rubbed with seasoning then smoked and served atop
a black bean puree with mandarin
oranges, roma tomatoes, and green
onions ($14.00) that satisfies and finishes with a sweet citrusy flourish.
Pelt also presents standards with
an experienced hand. Warm cornbread with a restrained smearing of
dates arrive at each tab1e with
whipped butter. Crispy fried chicken
breast and wing complement tangy
mustard greens just as lovingly as
they always have and are updated
with soft, salty sweet potato french
fries ($9.00). The menu offers a few
unforced vegetarian options including curried vegetables with coconut
rice ($12.50) and a smoked bluefish
and avocado salad with avocado
vinaigrette ($13.35). A few luscious
desserts play worthy partner to homemade ice creams and sorbets. The
banana rum cake (more bread than

Sagittarius (Nov.22Dec.21)
This is a busy week for
you. You have many
meetings to attend. Be
careful where you place
your belongings. Your
carelessness will result
in you losing an important document.
Capricorn (Dec.22Jan.19)
Although you feel less
stressed this week, you
still have many responsibilities. You are beginning to make major plans
for upcoming events.

cake) is paired with a hazelnut ice
cream and rum sauce ($5.00) and
chocolate mousse achieves just the
right texture atop a coffee and cookie crumb crust ($6.00)
Rocky's menu is its focus, perhaps
as it should be with a small restaurant
and it ·is just the kind of off center
bistro one would expect to find in
Adams Morgan. Staff and decor play
only supporting roles and both can
best be described as relaxed. Small
cherry wood tables line most walls
and a small loft furnished with couches and tapestries provide a lounging
area for reclusive bar patrons. Count
on servers giving great recommendations,jokes, but more than enough
time to choose each course. Rocky's,
almost unfairly, offers half off their
entire (already affordable) menu
Monday-Thursday (order by 8:30pm)
giving patrons yet another reason to
get hooked.

Aquarius
(J an.20Feb.18)
People test your patience
this week. If you keep
your cool, they won't get
the best of you.
Pisces (Feb.18-Mar.20)
Now is a time for you to
be honest with yourself
and those around you.
Lately, you have led
people to believe you are
something that you are
not.
-Written and compiled
by Leesa Davis
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By Aisha Chaney
Staff Writer
In his first start of the year, senior quarterback Roy Anderson turned in an outstanding performance going 16-30 for
320 passing yards and four touchdowns, and even rushed for
Howard's final touchdown in the final minutes, but it was
too little too late as the Bison felJ short, 33-37 to the South
Carolina State BulJdogs, Saturday in Greene Stadium.
With this win, the Bulldogs now hold a 22-9 advantage over
the Bison (2-7 overall, 1-5 in the MEAC) in a series dating
back to 1971.
"I give both teams a lot of credit for their hustle, stamina,
and never quitting," said BulJdogs head coach Willie Jeffries,
who coached at Howard from 1984-1988. "Our players
played realJy hard and it was a great victory for us. I know
they're trying and doing their best out there."
Both teams had a couple opportunities to score in the frrst,
but tight defense, penalties, and some incomplete passes
resulted in a scoreless quarter.
The first points of the game came early in the second w~en
BulJdog senior defensive lineman Ken Jones picked up a
fumble by the Bison, and returned it for a 30-yard touchdown.
The extra point by freshman Guy Depalo was good, putting
the BulJdogs ahead 7-0 with 14: 10 remaining in the quarter.
On their very next possession, the BulJdogs added to their
lead after a 28-yard touchdown run by junior running back
Frank Williams, leaving the score 13-0 after Depalo's kick
was blocked.
However, not to be out done, the Bison responded big time,
scoring three touchdowns in the next six and a half minutes.
The frrst two belonged to star wide receiver Jevonte
Philpot, giving him a total of 12 for the year, which is now
the record for most receiving touchdowns in a single season
for Howard.
"It was a nice personal satisfaction for me, but I knew I was
going to get it," said Philpot. "It was special to me, but it
would've been more special if we won."
His first was a 27-yard catch and run touchdown, and the
second was a deep pass from Anderson for 44-yards, making the score 14-13 after both extra points by senior Jason
Walker were good.
- On the Bulldog's next possession after Philpot's second
touchdown, senior comer back Chad Scott intercepted a pass

on 3"' and 15, setting up the Bison's final touchdown of the
half.
After avoiding a number of tackles, Anderson took his time
and found junior wide receiver Kevin Simmonds in the end
zone for a 31-yard touchdown. Walker's extra point was
blocked and ran back by junior linebacker Marvin Fulton,
giving the Bulldogs two more points, and leaving the halftime score 20-15 in favor of the Bison.
In the third quarter, the game remained close and continued to go back and forth, with three lead changes.
Williams scored two more touchdowns, the frrst (a 24-yard
run) coming on SC State's frrst possession of the quarter,
putting them ahead 23-20 after the successful two point conversion by Williams, and the second (a I -yard run) came later
in the quarter.
The Bison responded to Williams' frrst touchdown on their

very next possession when Anderson found sophomore
wide receiver Shaun Miller in the back of the end zone for
a 24-yard touchdown, capping a 9-play, 66-yard drive, lasting 3:21.
Walker's extra point was good, extending the Bison's lead
to 23-27 with 9:54 remaining in the quarter.
The BulJdogs scored two more touchdowns before the quarter ended. The frrst was a 12-yard touchdown reception from
sophomore quarterback Leon Mccampbell to Jones on a play
action, roll out pass, and the second was Williams' I-yard
touchdown run, which put the BulJdog's ahead 37-27 going
into the fourth.
Since they were behind IO points, the Bison spent the fourth
quarter trying to come back. On their seccnd possession, they
were moving the ball extremely well, on the ground as welJ
as in the air.
Junior running back Tauric Ric.:e broke through tackles on

Bison Basketball Will Feature
New
Look
This
Season
'
By Paul Crewe
Contributing Writer

that struggled last year is depth. The Bison will be able to play
more people, for last year the Bison were forced to suit up only
eight players at times. 'We want to be able to combine the talent we had last year with the players that will be able to suit up
this year and we should have a prerty solid team ... we should be
able to play a more up tempo style of basketball," Allen said.
Danen Kennedy who played well last year at the power and
small forward positions is another Bison who Allen expects a
big senior season out of. Freshman Gil Goodrich is currently
battling Abdullah for the starting point guard position. He possesses lots of quickness but still has much to learn from the 5th
year senior. Together, the two give the Bison an interesting mix
of experience, leadership, and athleticism. Another freshman,
Daniel Wright stands6- lOandhas good athletic ability and runs
well. ''Hepossessesrawtalent that we should be able to
develop so that he can be a
solid post player in the years
to come," added Allen.
Mario Grove, a 6-7 junior
college transfer, has outstanding leaping ability and
figures to be a big part of the
eboundi"ng department.
wo other junior college
transfers, Brandon Terry and
. Shawn Radford who both
• stand 6-6 will add size and
experience to the line-up
against opponents who run
lots of zone defenses.
Allen predicts an exciting
year in tenns ofMEAC bastball. "Key factors to our
success will have to be our
community and student
body in our gymnasium to
give visiting teams added
ressure and provide an
effective home court advantage for us." A common
denominator among all successful basketball programs
in the MEAC is the enthusiasrn of the crowd, the
band, and cheerleaders.
From a strategy standpoint, the Bison are dependant upon improving both their
rebounding and defense. 'We've got talented kids who are more
than capable of scoring, and right now we are trying to find which
players play the best, both offensively and defensively. Those
are the ones who will get the bulk of the playing time, because
we must play defense with a passion." Last year the Bison were
out-rebounded in 25 of the 28 games that were played, improvement in that department is critical for Bison success.
Howard has been predicted to finish seventh in the conference
but Coach Allen added that, 'We're just a little unknown at this
point and we are expecting a better finish than that." Howard
will open it's MEAC schedule December 1 on the road against
North Carolina A&T after five non-conference games that will
feature contests against the Universities ofVrrginia and Miami.
Besides a strenuous non-conference schedule, the Bison will also
have to battle the inconsistency that plagued them last year. Coach
Allen told his team that, 'We talk about winning, that's one thing.
You have to actually go out and work hard to make it a reality
and that's what we're going to do, because there are no easy nights
when you play in this league."

Hopes are high and the outlook is optimistic for the Howard
University men's basketbalJ team who will began their regular
season next Friday, November I6 in Atlanta, Ga as part of
Atlanta's Tip-off Classic at Morehouse College. Tip-off is set
for 4: 15prn against M=r University.
·
Howard solidified some of the early expectations Friday, as they
defeated Radio One 104-82inanexhibitiongarneinBurrGyrnnasimn. Kyle Williams scored a game high, 27 points. The Bison
will finish up their exhibition schedule Friday, November 9 at
7pm in Burr Gymnasium. Williams will be an explosive player to watch this season as he adds a new dimension Howard's
line-up. The 6'6" junior has
the ability to play any perimeter position and can score
inside as well.
The team handled the offseason by hitting the weights
here at school, while those
players who went home had
individual work out assignments. Most of the players
who stayed in D.C. over the
surnrnerparticipatedinNike's .
"Jabbo" Kenner League, a ··
prestigious summer league
held on thecarnpns of Geoi:getown University.
Both an eventful year in
recruiting and five returning
starters have helped raise the
bar for Head Coach Frankie
Allen and his team 'We've
got senior, Ali AbdulJah who
started most of the games last
year at the point guard position. That'sagreatpositionto
have experience at, and he's
also shown a Jot of great leadership in the early practices," .
said Allen, who is be;.inning
./It
his second season as head
coach.
Junior,Jonathan Stokes who
was selected as the MEACTV, Bank of America Scholar Athlete of the Week earlier this
year brings to the table both his off-court academic credentials
and his on court leadership and teaching ability. The two-year
starter has been the second leading scorer on the team in each
of the past two seasons. Sophomores Hekirna Jackson, Seye
Aluko, and Ron Miller also return to the team with intentions of
itnpioving their own play and also helpingyoungerandnewplayers to adjust.
Both AbdulJah and Aki Thomas, who is also a senior, earned
the honor of being named to this year's preseason All-MEAC
second team by conference coaches and sports infonnation directors. Thomas, who transferred from the University of Colorado,
possesses strong inside play, but can also hit the open 16-17 foot
jump shot.
Coach Allen also expects big time play from Junior Ron
Wtlliarnson, who scored 41 points against Gecrgetownlast year
and set a Howard University record for three-point field goals
made in a single game. He also expects this year's team to be
able to remain fresh throughout each competition, since there is
so much talent among non-starting players.
The biggest difference between this year's team and the one

==--------=--
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a 2"tl and 12, for a 22-yard gain, which brought him over the
JOO-yard mark for the frrst time in his career.
On the same drive, Anderson completed passes to both
Philpot and Miller, getting first downs left and right, and
marching right down the field.
The crucial point in the game however, came on a 1st and
goal from the 3-yard line when the Bison fumbled the balJ, .,
and the BulJdogs recovered it, ending Howard's hopes of a
possible comeback. The players headed towards the sidelines
with their hands on their hips, heads down, and shaking their
heads.
Anderson scored on a ! -yard run with 1:24 remaining in
the game, but it was too little too late as the BulJdog's went
on to win.
"I told the team that tremendous pride was displayed," said
Bison head coach Steve Wlison. "At the end, the defense
could've very easily just gone out there and gone through
the motions, but they didn't. They really played today."
OveralJ the Bison did play a very good game, finishing with
434 total yards on offense, and only 4 penalties.
Despite the fact that seven starters were out due to injury,
the Bison stilJ played well both offensively and defensively, with some players getting personal bests.
Rice ended the game with 24 carries for I06 yards and 1
sophomore running back/kick re!Uln specialist Jay Colbert
finished with IO carries for 40 yards, before leaving the game
with a bruised left shoulder.
"I knew I could get the job done, I' rn just happy I had the
opportunity," said Rice.
"I haven't had this many carries in a long time, but I think
I cashed in on them."
Other key players offensively were the trio of receivers,
Philpot, Simmonds, and Miller. Philpot finished with nine
receptions for 201 yards and two touchdowns, while Miller
had four receptions for 63 yards and one touchdown and Simmonds ended the game with three catches for 56 yards and
a touchdown.
Defensively for the Bison, they were led once again by
junior alJ-Arnerican linebacker Tracy White who had six solo
tackles and two assists. Junior corner back Rashad Frazier
added five solos and one assist, while junior line backer
Nicholas Henderson racked up two solos and four assists.
The next game for the Bison will be against Bethune-Cookman this Saturday, November 10, at Greene Stadium.

AC Basketball To Take Flight
By Camille M. Harvey
Contrtbuting Writer
As football season winds down, MEAC basketball is ready
to rumble. Here's a look at the teams and how they are favored
to finish. These predictions are based on votes cast by the Sports
Information Directors and head coaches of teams represented in the MEAC.
Last year's Cinderella team, Bampton (24-6, 144), who won
theMEACtomnarnentandtheirfirstroundgarneintheNCAA
townament last year, is slated to finish third this year. Hampton, who lost last year's Player of the Year Tarvis Williams,
must find a way to replace Wtlliarns' scoring and the key contributions among
other seniors. The Pirates
will lookw guard Tommy
Adams and forward •
Cleveland Davis to pick '

Shore (12-16, 10-8) who finished in the middle of the pack
last year are picked to drop to the bottom ofthe barrel this year.
The Hawks are predicted to tie with Bethune Cookman for
the eight slot in the conference. Eastern Shore will look to
sophomore guard Thomas Trotter to provide some leadership
on the floor along with Andre Newson and Kevin Druby.
North CarolinaA&T (13-17, 8-10) is predicted to finish fifth
this season, after finishing sixth last season. With last year's
8-10 conference finish, the Aggies are hoping to at least end
the year above .500. They look to Forward Bruce Jenkins, who
was not only named to the preseason first team but is also the
Preseason Player of the Year.
The Howatd Bison (10-18, 8-10) who are continuing to
rebuild, are slated to finish
:,eventh this year after an
eighth place finish last year.
· TheBison welcome back
all five oftheir starters from
last year including Damm
Kennedy, who was named
to the All-Rookie Team
last season and Ali Abdullah, who in his senior year
was named to the preseason all-MEAC second
team. Another prediG!ed
starfortheBisonisforward
Aki Thomas, a transfer
from Univer&ty of Colorado. Thomas, who sat
· >, ont all of last season
because of NCAA regula-.lions regat'ding transfers,
was also named to thepreseason second team. Look
fortheBisontomakesome
SU(prises in this year's

three.------------------.,...,

up where Williams left .·

off.l..ookfor Hampton to
rebuildbutnotn,peat.
l.astyear'ssecondplace
team, South Carolina
State(l9-13, 14,4)iSprt"
dieted to finish first in the
MEAC this season. SC
State will have 1Q deal
wi.1h the loss of seniOI'
guard Vmcent Whitt, but
are looking for All·
MEAC first team and
pre-season player of. the
yearfront-rnnnerforwanl
Deller Hall, 1Q continue
his solid play.
DelawareState(13-15", ·
11·7) who finished 3m in
theconferencelastyeatis ..._"$
prediG!ed 1Qfinish6ththis ,.

season:

•

Delaware Stale

and All MEAC Rookie
team guard Miles Davis,
will have to deal with the
loss of forward An<lre
.Matthews, Wbo was
named tothe AIIMEAC2"'team}agyeat,However, the Hornets have.high b()pt.1,5 fOl'jUnior ptl .Marty Bailey whave a
greatseason.
The Spartans ofNotf'olk.Stale(l2-17, 11-7) finished right
behind the Hornets last year wi1h the same 11.•7 conference
record. are picked to finish second this season_ Norfolk.State,
led by Terrence W.ll)Sf.OU, another front runner for preseason
player of the year votinf!, will also look to forwards Michael
BoydandDanickSrnithand guard Jamal Mills to lead them
throughtheMEAC, Smith wasalsonarnedtotheAll- Rookie team last season.
Last year's fifth _plllce team, Coppin state (13-15, 11-8) is
prediG!ed to finish fourth this season. Ledby guard Rasheern
Sirns,Coppin State also hopes toget some help fioru their big
men, Lany Tucker and Michael Poster, both of whom play
both the forwatd and guard positi.0)18.
The Fighting Ham of Universi1), ofMaryland Eastern

. MBAC.
Bethune-OxlktnanUniveisi1), (l0-19, 5-J3)is slated to finish exactly where

they ended last year, in
ninlh place. The Wddcats
hopetogetsonxilxolpftorn
forwatd Diondre I.annond
and guard Brian Cox. They
also hope 1Q improve on their 5-13 conference record.
TheRattl.ersofFloridaA&M(6-22,4-14)whofinishedsecond to las~ last season are unfortunately slated lo finish last
this season. TheRattiershopethattheirguards,NicholasRoss
andDeinarcusWtlkinswillcontributedowntheline.Theyare
both tn1deiciassrnen so look for them to contrib1.11e not only
this year but in years to come.
Finally,theBearsofMorganState(6-23,4-15)whofinished
last in the MEAC last year are predicted to finish in a tie for
eighth place with Eastern Shore. The Bean; have big hopes
for forward Cums King, who averages just over 15 points a
garne, and hope that his leadership will make a difference for
the team.
For more information on yourfavoriteMEAC teams, you
cancheckoutthewebsite. www.MEAQpons,comorseethem
ma gym near you.
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reana
ast year's campaign season found the
campus awash with wanna-be politicians
promising to be the voice of students.
Breana C. Smith who campaigned to be the undergraduate trustee, was swept into office with her
promises to be a booming voice for the students
both in the Board room as well as out.
Now, four months into the
semester and Undergraduate
Trustee Smith has failed to be as
visible as she was during her campaign. With the first Board of
Trustees meeting scheduled for
mid-Novermber, we wonder if
Smith has enough connection Smith
with undergraduate students to
articulate their concerns to the
Board.
The position of undergraduate
trustee has become a highly visible student position in recent years. With such
charismatic and politically well-connected student
trustees like Jonathan Hutto, Louis Sterling and
Charles ColemanJr., students have come to respect
and appreciate a student trustee with a strong
voice. The studentry has come to respect student
leaders who stand by them in times of need and
offer their thoughts on the pressing matters of the

day, while remaining true to the confidentiality
rules that govern the Board.
However, we wonder where Smith was during
the campus housing debacle at the beginning of
the semester. Where was she when Residence Life
decided to end the program that gave free wireless Internet cards to the students? She has been
conspicuous only by her
silence. And we are still
awaiting word of what her
remarks will be to the Board
.
.
concerning campus security. Can students really expect
Smith to represent them if
she doesn't visibly stand by
them?
It is our hope that in the
days leading up to the
Board's first meeting, Ms.
Smith will beat the pavement to truly hear the voice and concerns of the
undergraduate constituency that she serves. And
in the weeks to come, we look forward to seeing
Smith proactively engage her fellow students in
town hall meeings, student mixers or workshops.
We would hate to think that the pledges to be a
visible student trustee were only part of a set of
empty campaign promises.
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Our View

Undergraduate
Trustee Breana C.
needs to be more
visible.
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What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you
think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality
weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias.
Please address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com

ar's
he attacks on America have affected the
American economy in a number of ways.
In the midst of the US government's
scrambling to fight the war on terrorism billions
of dollars are being spent on
weapons, stimulating the weakening economy, and homeland
defense.
However, as another display of
their lack of clear-cut direction in
this war, the US government is
failing to appropriately divide the
money being spent on the war
effort. In the meanwhile, the current budget for the war on terrorism is dwindling. By the time the
government realizes where they
have
made mistakes, they will be out
of monetary resources to fix them.
Currently both parties of Congress are pushing
for an increase on the $40 billion ceiling placed
on emergency spending saying that important
facets of government regarding homeland security, including the FBI, are being neglected.
A gross example of this is the recent tum down
of the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-

lion's $500 million request, which would have
been used to upgrade state laboratories responsible for analyzing bioterrorism agents, to
include Anthrax.
Though new cases of Anthrax continue to spring
up and people continue to die
from Anthrax the government is failing to provide
adequate funding so that further research can occur. In
addition to Anthrax, there are
many other possible diseases
that could be used as
weapons of bioterrorism.
Without adequate funding,
the Centers for Disease Control cannot get the necessary
head start to be more
informed about prospective
outbreaks of other diseases and how to prevent/cure them. Now is the time for the US government to step up to the plate and make their
objectives clear, if not to the American public, at
least for themselves. Because as it stands, it
doesn't appear that we will be any more prepared
for future acts of bioterrorism than we were for the
current acts.

The Hilltop. Be Heard.
•

Our View:

America should focus
as much attention on
bioterrorism at home as
on the war effort
abroad.
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tember
attacks".
From immigration violations to
accusations of altered passports,
none of the detainees, young men
in their twenties and thirties, mainly of Saudi Arabian, Egyptian, and
Pakistani descent, have been
charged in any of the terroristrelated plots. Only ten of the people detained have any real link to
the investigation and the al Qaeda
network, none of which are cooperating with
authorities, as told to the Washington Post.
When the war on terrorism comes to a close, will
these legal documents be altered and used to
serve some other means? Will other ethnic groups
be singled out and detained for having chance
encounters with those perceived to be a national
threat?
COINTELPRO saw the Black Panthers as a
threat to America, and they dealt with the "problem" accordingly. Americans need to pay closer
attention, How do we ensure that history doesn't
repeat itself?

Arab-Americans are
experiencing the latest
form of racial-profil1ng.

T. SMITH

SPORTS EDITOR

Washington Post article, law enforcement officials
have said that they are not at liberty to release
more information about the investigation to the
public primarily because of "the secrecy rules surrounding the grand jury investigation of the Sep-

Our View:

JASON

ALLEN POWELL II

etaine
his war on terrorism has raised more questions than it's answered. Who regulates the
regulators? Who determines what is done
in the name of U.S. national security, and what is
just an outright violation of American civil liberties, and the very principles
upon which this country
was founded?
Arab-American citizens
and some immigrants large1y from the Middle East
have joined the ranks of
African-Americans, ·Latin
•
Americans, Asians Americans, and virtually all other
people of color as they
become the latest victims
of racial profiling. In what appears to be more a
large-scale preventive operation against terrorism
than an actual investigation, over 1,100 people
have been kept in custody with the use of every
legal tool possible. The most recent being a new,
FBI-issued document that prosecutors have been
using across the country to arrest t..'1e detainees.
Defense attorneys and civil libertarians have
protested these strategies, likening this investigation to the internment of 110,000 Japanese Americans at the beginning of World War II.
There is limited information being released not
only to the public about the detainees, but to the
lawyers of the detainees as well. According to a
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Aurellia Anderson
oser
at
Over the past month, I have been writing fictional stories in the form of daily diary entries. These pieces were
centered on a family who had been victims of domestic
violence. Many of my peers questioned me as to why I
wrote the stories and if the disease personally had affected me. To put at ease the minds of those curious, I have
not personally encountered a battering boyfriend or the
felt the pain of an abusive parent. However, I have felt
the pain of abuse. I was the one who had to wipe the tears
away from my "sister's" face. I had to encourage her not
to take her life, but to continue living each day like it was
brand new. If you have never had to talk to someone who
couldn't control their crying because of the pain and scars
their mother and husband placed on them, you should real-

omestic

ly listen to my plea, My plea is to educate yourself about
domestic violence. Go on the Internet, talk to therapist
or police officers, or just sit on a park bench and wait.
Soon you will see a lover yell at the other and call them
a name. If you have not seen it or heard about a dear
friend who had just been hospitalized because their mother got out of control one day, them take a walk to store.
Soon you will a child get chastised for being what God
called them to be at that particular season in their life ... a
child. Domestic violence is a disease that infects the
whole entire family. It infiltrates the
minds of those who are willing to be its host. My
mother did not deserve to be treated the way she was.
My friend does not deserve to be misused the way she is.

we began to work on important projects on fulfilling the
mission of the American Embassy. My tour of duty
allowed me to work in the public diplomacy, political/economic, consular, and administrative sections. While
working within the political/economic section, I handled
public relations, political-economic-commercial activities, and reporting. I conducted research for the country
report on Ethiopia and wrote grant letters to be signed by
the Ambassador to Ethiopia. The political-economiccommercial section also dealt with government issues of
Ethiopia. While working for the consular section, I
worked on visa-passport matters. I participated in interviewing recipients for visas. The consular section dealt
,,ith the issuing of visas to individuals who want to come
to the United States to live or stay temporary. While
working for the Administrative section, my duties included shipping, motor pool, and communications and inven-

Dear Editor,
After reading the article "Towers Residents to Remove Flags from Window" by Hilltop contributing writer
Tiffanie Horne, we the Students Assistants who enforce the policies of management in HPT East and West,
are bothered that residents would exploit "patriotism" to get around the house rules of Howard Plaza Tow-

ers.
It has always been the objective of management to present HPT with a look of uniformity. Our no window decorations policy has been in place long before the tragic events of September I 1th , 2001 and is strongly stressed in our floor meetings with residents at the beginning of the semester. Since HPT began operating in the Fall of 1989, management has never permitted stickers, posters or flags in the windows. To keep
with the objective of uniformity, we also discourage residents from using bed sheets as curtains and multicolored curtains that take away from the building's universal uniformity. While we understand not every
resident can afford expensive curtains, management does offer blinds in each unit to allow residents privacy from the exterior of the buildings.
For your article to single out that residents (including non-HPT resident Ms. Aimee Rogers whom "actually" resides else where) were asked to remove flags from the windows should not be directed as an unpatriotic act on the part of management. We asked that residents remove all items from the windows of HPT(not
just flags.) While it is easy to explain the significance of "Old Glory" and other national banners during this
important period in American and world history, it is not so tactful to explain the posters that promote "scantily clad" women, indecent slogans and directional signs that encourage drug and alcohol usage that has plagued
the windows of HPT by residents (issues we feel along with management are reasonable explanations to
avoid all window decorations.) To avoi the variations of what en be displayed, hung or presented in the windows of HPT, we simply asked that all windows remain bare.
Again, we do not seek to silence the overwhelmingly high patriotic spirit that our residents and the people
around the world are expressing during this period of global emotion. At the same time, we do expect all
residents of Howard Plaza Towers East and West to comply with the rules of the building. As Student Assistants we will continue to encourage house rules pertaining to the overall dignity of the academic village that
is Howard Plaza Towers-the best housing complex on the campus of Howard University.
Thank you,
Terrance Adams, HPT-West 7 th Floor student Assistant
Glynis Pitts, HPT-West 8 th Floor Student Assistant

•

10 ence

I did not deserve to hurt the way I was. The stories looked
into the thoughts of each person in the family. The friend
who had to rescue her friend. The wife who had to leave.
The husband who had learned the behavior from his
father. And finally the son who seventeen years later,
reflected on his life. Each family member had a different outlook on the situation resulting in different responses. I pray that by the pieces you can sympathize with
anyone who is a product of domestic violence. Below I
have included contact information about domestic violence that can help you or someone you know who is in
the situation. If you never hear anything I have said in
the past or will say in the future, hear and take heed to
this ... ! love you. You will always have someone who

Cobby M. Williams
•
•
•
•
_t 10 1a roma
As a Graduate student of Public Administration,
Department of Political Science, I was awarded the
opportunity as a Cox Foundation Intern Fellow to work
as an intern at the U.S. Embassy, Addis, Ababa, Ethiopia
this past summer.
During my internship in East Africa, I found the host
nationals different from those preconceptions I had before
I had departed America. The poverty of Ethiopia was evident as I traveled throughout the countryside. Individual
villages often coexist with wildlife such as snakes and
wild hyenas, which were a threat to cattle and humans.
However, Ethiopia is beginning to industrialize. Business owners are building offices and relocating those who
live in poverty to areas with better living conditions.
I saw the American Embassy as a fraternity. There were
officers (ambassadors, vice president/deputy chief of
mission, etc.), and all ofmy colleagues were bonded when

A9

isitor's

people in America look to Hollywood as role models,
and, often, when stars ask for something, Americans
jump at the chance to give it. Not surprisingly, that is
what occurred with the Liberty Fund. For the Red Cross
to use the money for anything else, then, is manipulative and wrong, not to mention illegal.
Ho\1/ many of the families out there were left with
nothing as one, or both, of the parents were killed in the
attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon?
These families need the help of the Red Cross more
than the Red Cross needs help restructuring their organization. If people had wanted to give money to the Red
Cross to help them with their own organization they
would have done so, and indeed many people have in
the past. But to manipulate people in a time of such crisis is wrong. To take money given for a proclaimed use
and then use it for different purposes is both selfish and
wrong.
I do not want to sound too harsh. The Red Cross has
done much good in the past, and is doing so even now.
To date, the Red Cross has spent more than $140 million on services related to the Sept. 11 attacks. Nearly
$44 million of that has been distributed to more than

or more, will go toward other, broader services such as
a blood reserve program, a national outreach effort and
a telecommunications upgrade. I find that fact
appalling.
Generally, when a person donates to a charitable organization it is under the assumption that the charity will
use the money as it sees fit ... unless that person is
donating to a specific cause. Such is the case with the
attacks of Sept. I I, 200 I.
The Red Cross, as well as many other organizations,
asked for donations specifically for the families of the
victims. Furthermore, many stars in Hollywood spoke
for the Red Cross in an effort to increase the amount of
money raised for the Liberty Fund. Right or wrong,

Aurellia Anderson is a 4 th Year Psychology
major from California. She can be reached at
thehilltop@hotmail.com
Domestic Violence Information
www. unicef org/vaw
Department of Justice website

ers ective

tory. I also had the opportunity to supervise inventory
for the American warehouses. The administrative section handles the overall operation of the U.S. Embassy.
For example, you can find out how many people are
working for the Embassy, and how much the Embassy
spends on grants given to the country. The Administration section handles military personnel, which includes
the Department of Defense and the Navy. Finally, the
Administration does the hiring and firing of all personnel at the American Embassy.
Although I enjoyed living in Ethiopia and working at
the American Embassy I did not initially enjoy the food.
I was actually hospitalized twice for food poisoning.
While in Ethiopia, I also visited and conducted seminars on American culture to children residing in foster
homes and established friendships with professional
business owners. Overall, I enjoyed working in a diverse

environment and learning about the Ethiopian culture.
This internship opened my eyes to working in an environment, which is called the "Elites," and it gave me a
personal view of a third world country. The relationships
with my colleagues, such as the Ambassadors (Hicks and
Nagy), and the Ethiopians were very positive. Each day,
everyone treated me very well, and I did not feel uncomfortable. After this experience, I offer the following
advice, "If you have not traveled abroad, do yourself a
favor, don't judge another country or its culture."

Cobby M. Williams is a MAPA Graduate Student in the
Department of Political Science. He can be reached at
thehilltop@ hotmail. com.

Sta Editorial
Post Ohio U.
asawom not
•
ent (U-WIRE) ATHENS, Ohio ~ Coshocton, Ohio,
Municipal Court Judge David Hostetler gave two convicted men the choice of wearing dresses down a busy
street for an hour or going to jail for 60 days as a consequence for throwing beer bottles at a car
Jason Householder, 23, and John Stockum, 21, chose
to dress in drag and walk down Main Street.
Although the sentence might have embarrassed the
men for a short time, it was not an appropriate punishment for the crime.
The judge said his motivation for the creative sentence
was a derogatory comment made to a woman in the car.
His "perfect" solution: Make the perpetrators dress like
women.
This punishment does not teach the men anything about
respect for women or the consequences of property damage. A better solution would have been to make them
serve the community at a shelter for abused .women.
Although also penalized with a fine of $250 each,

Householder and Stockum were let off easy.
Judge Hostetler has a history of unusual sentences. He
ordered vandals who threw eggs to write "I will not throw
eggs" 1,000 times. He also often makes people convicted of their second or third speeding violations write
essays.
The judge's "creative" sentences are much like those of
a frazzled parent or schoolteacher. Not knowing what else
to do, they make children sit in a corner or order teenagers to finish a whole pack of cigarettes if they are caught
smoking. While these tactics might work for children,
they do not work for adults convicted of crimes.
Trying to come up with ways to keep less serious
offenders out of prison is necessary to help the overcrowding problem, but making grown men parade in
women's clothing is not the best solution. Community
service or a sentence that actually educates the offenders are much better options.

PLEASE NOTE:
The views expressed on the Perspective pages ofThe
Hilltop are the opinions ofthe autlwrs names.above
them.
do not reflect the views ofThe lnlltop
V,J•
'lBoard.
.I::..IU,itona

Corrections

Emily Herring
onations ot
(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss. -The Red Cross has
raised over $550 million for its Liberty Fund, a fund set
up to aid the families of the victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on America. Good for them; their efforts
should be commended. Their actions after their fundraising efforts, however, are anything but commendable. Turns out they are not using all of the money for
the families. The Red Cross has said a portion of the
money raised in contributions, as much as $50 million

loves you and thinks that you are worth more than silver
and gold put together. Your father in heaven created you
to live an abundantly life therefore anything that makes
you feel less than royalty is not from God. He loves you
and I love you. Remember that. Peace and Blessings.

In an article written 10/30/01, Special Assistant to the President Dr, Franklin Chambers was
2,200 affected families to help cover housing, childcare,
food and other expenses. Another $67 million has been
spent on immediate disaster relief needs, such as on-site
food, shelter and other support for rescue workers and
victims' families.
The problem comes in the fact that the Red Cross set
up the Liberty Fund separate from its other disaster
relief programs. Doing so created expectations for the
donors that their money would go directly to the victims
of the attacks. The Red Cross isn't clearly defining its
distribution plans for the Liberty Fund dollars, and in
failing to do so it leaves donors without a sense of
where their money is going. More importantly, it potentially leaves victims unaided.
The Red Cross is a good organization: it has been in
the past and will continue to be in the future. I do not
criticize it as an organization, but I do criticize its present actions. The Red Cross knows better than to take
advantage of Americans in such a time of crisis. The
media and others need to call them on their mistake and
I believe this situation can be remedied. It must be
remedied, for the good of the victims; that, in reality, is
the most important thing right now.

identified incorrectly,
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Sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

NOVEMBER 13- 15
Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to
our college community about themselves. Telling us their
story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging
those of us who are still struggling to continue.

Tuesday, November 13

•

•

th

Kweisi Mfume
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm
•

Wednesday, November 14

1h

Dr. Debbye Turner
Applications Due
in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by
5:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 20, 2001

Reading Lounge, 12pm
(Reservations are required for this event please contact the ASSC)

Ossie Davis
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

Call the HUS1\. office at (202) 806-7007 for n1orc information

Thursday, November 15

th

Dr. Patricia Russell-McLeod
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

Minister Veda McCoy

4 T.U.N.E.

Union Temple Concert Choir

•
.

New Solid Rock Church Ministries Inc. Presents...
Saturday, November 10, 2001
at 7:00PM
Held at:
l\1ichigan Park Christian Church

1600 Taylor Stree~ N.E.

oon.-

Rev. William Liggins
and the WRNDs

\Vashington, DC

Russell
(Washington Area Vocalist)

ee

a lot mote....

-

--·

Work for the U.S. Department of Justice •Part Time-$9.41 to $10.65 per hour. \Vork PT or FT

during the school year and during breaks under the Student Temporary Emplo1ment Program.
Transportation subsidy provided of up to ~b~ monthly fur using public transportation/ca~ools. Duties of
the Position: Receiving calls, preparing documents, sorttng and distributing mail, maintaining files, and
assisting \¥ith other office functions. Special Qualifications: Applicants must provide aivritten statement
certifying ability to type 40 \vpm. How to apply: Submit~ of the following: resume \¥ith cover letter or
Application for Federal Employment (OF-612). Students currently \vorking for afe-0eral agency must
include acopy of their latest Notification of Personnel Action Form (SF-)0) and any performance
appraisal issued within the last year. Applications may be submitted by E-mail to
Apply.ENRD@hsdoj.gov ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA &WORK SCHEDULES: ,~pplicants must be
enrolled at least PT in an accredited college or universt!y. PT and FT schedules are available year round.
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Improving Faculty, Registration and Research Tops Agenda
''

,

COMPILED FROM STAFF REPORTS

'

(
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t has been five months since A. Toy
Caldwell-Colbert took the helm as
Provost and Chief Academic Officer
of Howard University. She couldn't
have imagined all the events that transpired on campus and nation-wide.
There was the housing crunch at the beginning of the semester, the terrorism attacks in
New York and Virginia on September 11, and
the security issues that have plagued the campus. And through all this she has managed to
keep her eyes on the prize and focus on her
vision for the University.
Colbert, a former psychology professor at
the University of Illinois, says that vision
includes a great emphasis on teaching, something she has done at every institution she has
worked at and hopes to be able to do at
Howard.
This comes after the University had to hire
new faculty to accommodate the unexpected
large freshmen class and the increased number
of returning students.
"Something like that is always good for a
University," Colbert said, referring to the
increase in enrollment. The only thing now is
making sure Howard has the quality faculty to
continue to teach students."
Faculty quality is the focus of her Center for
Excellence in Teaching. This will be a program where existing and new faculty members
who were not certified teachers will be able to
get training for the classroom. This was
included in the Strategic Framework for
Action II. Colbert said a search committee has
been formed to identify a director for the center, which will be located in the iLab. The
University hopes to select a director by the
end of the academic year Colbert said.
Colbert is also proposing a program for
preparing future faculty, where doctoral stu-

dents and graduate students who are pursuing
careers in academia are
trained to move into
teaching positions.
Colbert said she
understands the importance of interacting
with students on campus. " If you don't
understand the students
who make up the institution you don't understand the institution,"
he said. Colbert has
made it a priority to try
and get to the cafeteria
to eat and interact with
students. She has made
visits to the Doubletree
and Holiday Inn hotels
and plans to go around
to all dormitories at
some point.
"I enjoy interacting
with the young generation. Any chance I have
to interact with students I take advantage
of' she said. The fact
that Colbert's son and
daughter are 20 and 17,
respectively give her a
good understanding of
Photo by Shala Wilson
Provost and Chief Academic Officer Toy Caldwell-Colbert envision big things
young people today."
for Howard University.
Another initiative
Colbert is trying to
of Colbert's are her thoughts on research.
implement is making sure all professors'
"I'm rea11y interested In growing research
names are included in the enrollment booklet
endeavors and increasing the level of research
to register for classes. Colbert said she is also
between professors and undergraduate stuin favor of HUSA:s teacher evaluation initiadents," Colbert said.
tive.
Colbert said she will set aside a pool of
Other ideas students might find interesting
Please See Provost, A2

Campus Police Officer
Robbed at Gunpoint
l

Bl
File Photo

''The partnership
doesn't begin
with the crime.
Students, police and
administration must
work together
to prevent crime."

Movie Night Cancelled After
Students Smash Cramton Doors
By JOSEF SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Photo coutesy of Tolerance.org

Students
discuss life
inside Greek
Organizations.

One of the pertinent issues
addressed at the meeting dealt with
loitering in the McDonald's
parking lot located on the corner of
A rash of robberies, thefts and
Georgia Ave. and BmTy Place.
overwhelming student anxiety
Police officials agreed to arrange
prompted President H. Patrick
a meeting with the McDonald's
Swygert to asse1nble a meeting
management. Since McDonald's is
with student leaders and D.C.
private property, neither the
police Monday centered on forming
University nor the police can make
a task force designed reduce
the business enforce the sign.
campus crime.
"Unless they are breaking the
"The partnership doesn't begin
Jaw, or the parking lot makes
with the crime,"
interfere with
Swygert said.
our jobs to
"Students,
protect, we
police, and
can not make
administration
them do
anything,"
must work
together to
said Assistant
prevent crime.
Police Chief
Jordan. "But I
We can tell
you (students)
am sure that
not to take
the Howard
Fourth Street
Community
to Drew hall
is a valuable
at night, but
customer
to the Mcits up to you
--President H. Patrick Swygert
Donald's and
to actually
listen to us."
will be very
receptive."
The task
force, spearheaded by University
But Swygert continued to
General Councilor, Norma
press his concern for the safety of
Leftwich, includes HUSA Stefanie
students and the importance of a
Brown, Undergraduate Trustee
law that would dissuade people
Breana Smith, Assistant
from lingering around the
Metropolitan Police Chief Jordan
restaurant.
and the third district police
commander.
Please See Task Force, A2

Photo by Clintandra Thompson
Students pushed towards the entrance to Cramton Auditorium causing the glass dooni
to collapse Monday.

- Josef Sawyer

Life
&
Style

By Corey Cunningham and
Derrick Nayo
Hilltop Staff Writers

Two White Fraternities Suspended For Blackface

Metropolitian police are still searching for two men suspected of robbing a campus police officer Tuesday.
The officer was robbed by the men at 5 a.m. The two suspects made off with the officer's shirt, badge and gun,
according to reports. The robbery took place near Greene
Stadium on the 600 block of Gresham Place NW.
Investigators reported that the officer was walking when
he was approached by two men- one of which who pulled
out a shotgun and ordered the officer to lay on the ground.
Along the other items stolen were a 38-caliber revolver,
police radio, and a pair of handcuffs, reports said.
The stolen police badge number was reported as 0189,
police said. The suspects left the scene and have not been
identified since by any witnesses except the victim.
One suspect was said to be wearing a black skull-cap was
described by the victim as a black male between 5 feet 7 to 5
feet 9 in his mid-twenties weighing approximately 160
pounds. His hair was close cut with a light mustache.
Metro Police m·e still investigating the incident with no
new leads. Campus Police declined comment about the robbery.

The Hilltop

Task Force Aimed

'I\vo all-white fraternities in Auburn, Alabama wore blackface and KKK robes to Halloween parties, some even going so far as to simulate a lynching. Both have now been suspended. The national
president of Omega Psi Phi, who was depicted at the parties, called for tougher disciplinary action.

The doors inside the entrance
to Cramton Auditorium shattered
after students eager to attend a
free movie screening Monday
pushed against its glass. The
movie was canceled and several
students suffered minor injuries
in the commotion.
Students gathered outside
Cramton Auditorium for a
screening of the new flick How
High that was scheduled to show
at 7 p.m.
Sophomores Charles Sheperd

and Lance Gross were among the
students in line as the curtain
time drew near.
"I got to Cramton Auditorium
early and waited out there for an
hour and a half in the cold, but
no one was let in, my friend
David Oliver was actually in the
auditorium earlier but was kicked
out and told to wait outside even
though he had a ticket." Sheperd
said.
•
As the crowd swelled, Cramton Auditorium revelers were Jet
inside and mayhem broke out,
according to Sheperd.
"The crowd began to push its
Please See Cramton, A4

Area Colleges Crime Stats Diverse as Students

HUSA Gives Progress Report
at Town Hall Meeting

that has shops, but enlarge it is a
residential campus that is surrounded by
ambassadors residencies and is quite
safe." says Andrew Martel Editor-in-Chief
of American's student newspaper, The
Eagle.
All schools are required to report
campus crime logs to students via a
Department of Education web-page,
www.ope.ed.gov/security.
Howard has high campus crime rating
compared to other universities like
American, Catholic, George Washington,
and Georgetown. Howard University has

Accomplished Highlighted Despite Poor Student Attendence

By JOSEF SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer
District colleges and universities
•
experience different levels of crime
primarily because of the surrounding
community, schools say.
Although the Northwest section of D.C.
plays host to four major schools, including
Howard, crime stats are quite diverse.
The difference: the campus's
surrounding areas. American University
is among the schools in Northwest and sits
on a residential community Tenleytown
with a student population of 10,611.
"Tenleytown is a small neighborhood

Please See Crime, A4

By COREY CUNNl!-!GHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer
HUSA leaders delivered its
midway progress report Monday,
outlining the administration's
responses to several s issues
including campus security.
The crowds milling outside the
Georgia Avenue McDonald's
parking lot is a concern of
HUSA President Stefani Brown.

•

" I walk to the towers everyday
and have to go through the heckling and constant, 'Yo, what's
your name,' from the guys in the
parking lot. I know I am not the
only female here at Howard University that feels like this," she
said.
HUSA officers asked students
to sign a petition to get the fastfood restaurant to enforce its no
loitering policy.
Please See HUSA, A4
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Do you think Howard
University students are
attractive targets for
area criminals?

Chinelo Cambron, Senior,
Systems and Computer Science
•

"Yes, because Howard students, esp.
freshman, are vulnerable, unsuspecting
targets to local thieves."

Dane Bailey, Senior,
Economics
"Yeah. The population seems to have a
higher income than the surrounding area
so we're targets. Plus, we have a lot of
resentment from the community."

By Jocelyn D. Slaughter
Contributing Writer

During the graduate school's 14th
anniversary of Howard's first Ph.D. graduation in 1998, Wheeler was recognized
When Tiffany Norwood, a sophomore Biology major; • for his outstanding contribution to gradudecided to take James Wheeler's organic chemistry class this .-. ate education with the "Most Productive
semester, she didn't know what to expect.
Faculty Mentor" in the Chemistry Depart"He never used the book to teach any of our classes,'' she ment.
said. It never ceased to amaze me that he could remember
• "Dr. Wheeler was adored by his students
so much. That's what I appreciated most about his teaching
and colleagues for his commitment to
style, he knew his "stuff' and we could tell."
teaching research," said Dr. Folahan
Students and colleagues of Wheeler say they miss the vetAyorinde, a former student who now teacheran professor who died Monday from liver complications.
es in the Howard's chemistry department.
"A great researcher, outstanding professor and world class
Dr. Wheeler retired from Howard in the
human being passed early Monday morning November 5,
spring of 2000 after teaching 36 years in
2001," said Jesse M. Nicholson, the chairman of the Chemthe Chemistry department. He returned to
istry Department. Wheeler lectured at for 36 years.
conduct one organic chemistry course this
Wheeler joined the faculty of the Chemistry Department
fall after students asked him to comeback.
at Howard University as Assistant professor in 1971. He
Stu.dents say they will miss Wheeler's
came to us with aB.S Degree from Antioch College in 1957,
habitual style of teaching.
a M.S. degree and Ph.D. from Stanford University in 1962,
"He always came with two things: a
and was a postdoctoral fellow at the Swiss Federal Institute
small Nordstrom shopping bag, which
of Technology and Cornell University. He was the research
usually contained a model or two, and a
Photo Courtesy of the Chemistry Department
advisor to 23 students who received the M.S. degree, and
manila folder that contained his notes," Chemistry Professor Dr. James Wheeler died Monday from liver problems.
24 who received the Ph.D.
Norwood said.
Professor Wheeler served as research advisor to more
As for Wheeler's organic chemistry class, Professor Paul
In lieu of flowers, the family has requested that donations
African-American Ph. D. students in Chemistry than any
Huderlik will take over the class. Students say the difficult
be made to the "James W. Wheeler Award For Excellence
other professor in the nation, according colleagues.
thing will be adjusting to another professor's style of teacliin Chemistry".
" I will surely miss him," said Carolyn D. Joyner, an
ing in the middle of the semester.
Checks can be made payable to Howard University,
employee in the Department of Chemistry. "I will always
A memorial service will be held on Sunday at the Cedar
Department of Chemistry and mailed to the attention of Dr.
cherish the memories of our friendship, and because of my
Lane Unitarian church, 6901 Cedar Lane, Bethesda, MD
Jesse M. Nicholson, Chairman, Department of Chemistry,
faith, feel that he is in a better place."
(301) 493-8300 at 2:30 P.M.
and 525 College Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20059

You've Got Mail

Students Doubtful of
Security After Campus
Police Officer Robbery

Students Revisit Mailboxes in
Anticipation of Delayed Mail
By Michael Willard
Contributing Writer

Students Say Increase in Incidents
Calls for an Administrative Response
By Ebony Gibbs
Contributing Writer

Dana Evans, Sophomore, Finance
"Yeah, because they assume we have
money when we really don't."

Donald McZeal, Sophomore,
Political Science
"Yes, because they notice the way you dress
and talk to figure out you aren't from DC."

Julie Richards, Senior, English
"Yes, because as hard Howard students would like to think we are, we
set ourselves up and are not careful."
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fter reports were
confirmed
early
Wednesday that an
on-duty Campus
Police officer was robbed of his
gun and badge while patrolling
just blocks from the University,
many students are calling for
new security task forces.
News that the officer was
forced at gunpoint to lie down as
his shirt, badge, police radio,
handcuffs, and .38-caliber
revolver were stripped from his
person shocked some students.
Students now say that enough is
enough and are calling for an
administrative address from
University and student leaders.
"To not talk about this and
pretend that it isn't dangerous
all to protect the school's image
is wrong and its unfortunate that
it would take something like
this to show the president,
police and everyone else that
students deal with their safety
being in question everyday,"
said junior psychology major,
Tia Holmes.
Students are calling for student and University leaders
alike to address the community
about the recent rise in crime.
However, some students argue
that the rise in crime is not the
focus of their concern. These
students say that the types of
recent crimes are what bother
them the most.
"First there was a murder
right outside the Towers. Then
there was a girl kidnapped,
robbed and beaten up and now
a Campus Police officer who is
supposed to protect us from
crime can't protect himself from

File Photo

·. ·-

.
After a campus police officer was robbed,
·students say no one is safe.

it. Now its time for someone to
do something about it." Holmes
said.
For students who maintain
vehicles on campus, the increase
in crime statistics and security
concerns, and news that streets
in close proximity are unsafe
womes some,
i
"When there are kidnappings,
rapes, robberies and car thefts
every week, its scary. But what
is scariest is that no one seems
to understand our fear or address
it," said sophomore legal communications major Andrea
Robertson.
"The Campus Police that
stand behind the barricade could
be out patrolling, but it seems
like they are just enjoying themselves hanging out; but what
about having someone in the

parking lot so people's cars
don't keep getting broken into,"
Robertson said.
Although some students
applaud efforts of campus and
local law enforcement, they
question how students are to feel
s;,fe when the people who protect them are not safe. It is unfortunate that he had to get robbed,
but it makes a point. How tight
is our security if even our own
police get robbed?" said freshman biology major Kristyn Sellers. "How are we supposed to
feel safe when we are not?" Sellers said.
Many students question what
actions are being taken to curtail
and proactively deal with crime
and the threat of it. At Hilltop
press time, Campus Police were
not available for comment.

Everyday sophomore history
major, Alysha Wells checks her little blue mailbox in the lobby of the
Annex hoping that her long awaited mail will have finally arrived.
And everyday she turns the key and
opens the box only to have no mail
inside. She is not the only student
still anticipating mail traveling from
across the country. Many students
say that they are anxiously awaiting
checks, letters, new credit cards,
but have no complaints about not
receiving their phone bills.
"My mother sent me a birthday
card and my birthday was over three
weeks ago and I still haven't gotten
it," said Wells. "No one can tell me
when it will get here so I just keep
waiting for it. She told me she sent
it a long time ago," said Wells.
University Postal officials say that
students can expect a delay in mail
delivery because of the nature of current national events. The threat of
anthrax in the mail has slowed postal
delivery throughout the country and
caution is being taken at all area facilities. Following the death of two
postal workers from the Brentwood
postal facility, campus mail was
stopped altogether for two days.
Some students say that although
they understand why mail service
has been delayed, they are disap-

pointed that they have not received
consistent answers about when mail
service will return to normal.
"I understand why the mail isn't
here, but that doesn't change the fact
that I am still waiting for a check
from my parents and I need it,
badly," said freshman sociology
major Christopher O'Niell. His
roommate, freshman theater arts
major Kevin Simms is also waiting
for mail to arrive at his local Drew
Hall address.
. "I've been waiting for my portfolio to come from back home so
that I can submit my work, but now
I can't because I don't have it yet.
I'm missing deadlines for contests
and competitions all because of
crazy people," said Simms.
Others say that they have
received their mail, but it was
already open when it arrived at dormitories. "My boyfriend sent me a
letter and it was already open. I
mean I get why they have to do it
because of anthrax, but I think that
my privacy has been inv~ded," said
freshman history major Denise Wilson. Some students say that
although they received mail, some
of the contents were removed.
"I got an envelope in the mail
with nothing inside on Friday and
I'm mad because its my mail and no
one else should be going through it
or reading it but me," said sophomore finance major Jessica Talbot.

New Provost Eager to
Employ University Vision
From Provost,Al
money for students to explore
research projects. The research
program would allow undergraduate students to choose topics to
research and be paired up with
professors. With all of her ideas
and plans for students, Colbert is
still faced with having a more
integral part in the daily operations of the University. Her role is
different from former Provost Dr.
Antoine Garibaldi. She now has
the office of Student Affairs,
health affairs, human resources,
physical facilities management
and payroll under her.

So when there are safety measures or tragedies like the murder
that happened in front of the East
Towers, she is one of the first to
find out and has to be "think
quickly" on her feet and "make
the right and moral decision,"
What's funny, Colbert said is that
her husband is the Chancellor of
Human Resources at the University of Illinois and he would receive
phone calls in the middle of the
night about crimes on campus or
emergencies.
"I'm no longer handing the
phone off to him, I'm handling
those calls now," Colbert said.

.....

Mark Harris, Senior,
Political Science
"I think Howard students with their
phat watches, 2-way pagers, cell
phones, phat chains, and lack of
connection to the community they
live in sometimes sets themselves up
for random acts of violence."

Compiled by Shala D. Wilson

From Task Force,AJ
"It really presents a problem for
Howard students walking to and from the
Towers. Its about the quality of life,
keeping people away from the
University," Swygert said. "Howard is
part of the community, but we want to let
the community know that we won't sit and
be victims."
The task force also reviewed the
University shuttle bus service. Because
University facilities like the

Undergraduate Student Library and the
Louis Stokes Library are open 24 hours,
members suggested that the shuttle bus
hours be extended.
In reaction to the suggestions, Swygert
said the University would now be
operating on a 24-hour schedule to go
between the on campus dorms and the
libraries. Also, Campus Police will
continue to provide escorts to students
living in Meridian.
Graduate Student Assembly President,
'

..,.,.

'

·•·

-.~.

Krista Blackwell, expressed concerns of
students in the medical and dental school
who often study in the health science
library late at night.
"We study very late in the night, usually
between the hours of 12pm and 2am.
Most people are afraid to go to their cars,
because of the neighborhood," said
Blackwell.
The task force as a whole agreed that
the main problem facing the University
and D.C. was a lack of visibility.

"If we could just let people know that
the police are there then we can combat
the fear of crime, which is what cripples
the student body," Swygert said.
In line with Swygert's comments,
Commander Peacock informed the task
force that she was implementing a Georgia
Ave to Florida Ave patrol.
"It's not the most problematic route, but
that is where police can be seen," said
Peacock. "The main objective is
visibility."

'
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This is a service of the Howard University Campus Police.
This report was compiled by Campus Editor Jennifer Cummings.

Nov.I

Fine Arts Bldg.

Burr Gym

Crarnton Auditorium

Sick person

Fighting

Destruction of property

Douglas Hall

HPT East Lot

Annex I

Sick person

Stolen vehicle

Suspicious letter

School of Business

4'" and Howard Place

Douglas Hall Ladies Room

Douglas Hall
Suspicious package

2216 6'" St., N. W
Theft I

Suspiscious letter

HPT

Human Ecology

/

Fear of robbery

"Peeping Tom"

Hazardous elevator

Harassing phone call

Nov.4

Nov. 6

Radiology Dept. Nuclear Annex

HPT

Greene Stadium

West Campus

Theft

Suspicious odor

Burr Gym

Cook Hall(front)
Simple assault

Sick transport

Sick transport

Unlocked door

Nov. 5

Student Health Center

Sick transport

West Campus

Dental School
Theft I

Punchout

Nov. 2

Unlocked door

Blackburn Center

HPT

Wheatley Hall

Hazardous elevator

Failure to comply

Hazardous elevator

West Campus

Meridian Hill Hall

Lost property

Service Center
Injured person

Engineering Men's room
Unlawful entry

Student Health Center

Unlocked door

Theft from auto

Service garage

Meridian Hill Hall

Punchout

Theft II

Lost property

Destruction of property

Sick transport

Carver Hall

Nov. 3

Health Center

Sick transport

Sick transport

Blackburn Center
Entry without authority

West Campus
Injured person

Is there a career company that lets you be a key
member efthe team? An insurance leader that's
known as an exceptional place to work? A ·
company that has provided outstanding service to
thousands if customers throughout the world?
Without Question.

ON-CAJ\,1PUS
INTERVIEWS

Two Students Arrested Outside Towers
By Corey Cunningham

•

Hilltop Staff Writer
Two Howard University students were arrested outside the Howard Plaza Towers on Wednesday night.
According to witnesses, campus police asked
the one of the students get out of their car after
citing a parking violation. The student refused
to get out of his car at frrst, but eventually exited
his vehicle while still talking on his phone.
"The campus police officer seemed to agitated that the guy was still on the phone, and tried
to take the phone from the guy," said Trey Tims
sophomore Telecommunications management

maJor.
After the campus police officer struggled for
the phone, the student was forced to the ground
where the officer grabbed him by his hair and
put his knee in his back. The officer proceeded
to struggle to hand cuff the student until the
Metropolitan Police Department arrived on the

scene, witnesses said .
Campus Police officers released the student
into Metropolitan custody where the student suffered from further force. While sitting in the
squad car, the arrested student was yanked from
the car '.,y an officer, later identified as officer
Cunningham, onto the street. The officer then
struck the handcuffed student with a closed fist
and shouted, "I don't play." The student then
lost consciousness and was put into the car.
"One campus police officer was told to calm
down by the metro police. He seemed to be taking it personal. He was in plain clothes and we
didn't know what he was doing," stated Clifford
Flowers, a West Towers resident.
Echoing feelings of the students, one campus
police officer said, " Make sure you write this
down."
When this officer was asked for his badge
number he refused to give it out. Other campus
police officers refused to give his name or badge
numbered, and threatened to charge those stand-

ing in the crowd with investigation obstruction.
"The campus police were so busy trying to
keep us from seeing the dude get beat up that
they couldn't possibly make sure the metro
police were not using excessive force. They just
turned to us and said 'Well we didn't see that,"'
said Yolanda Johnsan, Howard University freshmen.
The other student that was in the car was
arrested more peacefully, and both were taken to
the third district police.
Police reports on the incident will be available
at the metropolitan third district police station.
Students seeking to write complaints can stop by
the Howard University Service Center's second
floor, and go to the third district police station.
Students going to the third district should file
their complaint with Sgt. Harris, the sergeant in
charge of the arrest, students going to the service
station should file reports with

Thursday,November 15,2001
Centerfar Professional
Development
Ifyou are unable to attend our event, please fax
your resume to 651-310-2086, Attn: College
Relations.

Without Question.

lheSf Rtul
stpau!.com

An Equal Opportunity En,ployer.

Visit us onlini: to apply.

'
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.
C9:me visit us at the

Aside from our name, we've always been in favor of making things simple.
So contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financial goals.

ALLIED
HEALTH
CAREER FAIR

TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

can you hear it?

November 16, 2001
10am-2pm
•

Blackburn Center

The most fortunate people in life are those who not only find their calling, but also find the
opportunity to follow it. Each day at MSKCC, we'll offer you the chance to do just that, by helping
us break new ground in the research, treatment, education and prevention of cancer. Join us at the

If unable to attend, please forward

Allied Health Career Fair to find out how you can make a difference in the lives of cancer patients

your res~me to: College Relations

around the world, as well as your life too.

Department, #01247CRE, 633 Th1'rd
Aver'1ue, 5th Floor, New Yori( NY 10017

E-mail: sloanc@applyforjobsonline.corr1

www.m5kcc.org

(f'·\ Memorial Sloan-Kettering
\ T ; Cancer Center

Equal Opportl.Ollity Erriployer/Aflirmati\!t' ,ActjOn

',,..,,,.,. ,,,· • '/he Best Cancer Care. Anywhere.

Managing money for people
with other things to think about."'
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Campaign for Public Service Employs Two Students to Recruit
By Tamara Chaney
Contribnting Writer
Monday and Wednesday mornings at 8 a.m., sophomore Political science majors Michele Robinson and
Dennis Lewis wake up to change the world. To them, the
political process is not only one of the most interesting
tools, but empowering ones for all people to have their
interests make an impact on public policy.
Their zest for politics has led to a year of commitment
to the Campaign for Public Service, an organization that
works to emphasize the need for young people to take an
active role in their government.
While the organization focuses on its goals of youth

voter participation, their new initiative of incorporating
youth into the federal, local, and state government systems is being spearheaded by representatives at local campuses, including the University.
Robinson and Lewis became involved in this public service campaign after they both completed volunteer work
for the organization throughout the summer. Playing a key
part in the grassroots campaign, both political science
majors advise key public information officers as to what
tools can be used to attract youth to public service.
"We both came up with some ideas that were key to
their media campaign and we volunteer at speaking
events across the country monthly," said Lewis.
Robinscn attributes her interest in recruiting peers to pub-

Area Colleges Crime
Stats Diverse as Students

'

'

'

'

From Al
10,211 students and is in the heart
of the Shaw Community, which has
a higher crime rate.
To shirk the numbers, Campus
Police Chief Reginald Smith is trying different methods. He is
increasing security from inside the
dorm to outside the dorm on the
streets in an effort to increase visibility Smith said.
The two campuses with the most
burglaries were Howard and
Georgetown University. Howard
reported 178 on campus burglaries,
while Georgetown University
reported 255 cases, according to the
website. American University had
I 00 reported burglaries over the
same time period.
However, Catholic had the lowest
mark with frrst with only 16 burglaries over a three-year span while
George Washington had 127 burglaries, according to the website.
Catholic University with a population of 5,486 is the only school
no\ located in Northwest and its
central attraction is the National
Shrine in Northeast.
Georgetown has 12,433 students
and is located in the heart of the
Georgetown community, which is
one of the few upper middle class
areas of Washington, DC where the
crime rate is low.

Although smaller than most of
these schools Howard ranked frrst in
the categories of robberies, aggravated assault, and motor vehicle thefts.
George Washington University had
only three robberies over the last
three years to Howard's 57, according to the website.
Over the last three years,
Howard had 51 reported aggravated
assaults on campus and 73 reported
motor vehicle thefts, while Georgetown reported 3 aggravated assaults
and 8 motor vehicle thefts.
Catholic reported 24 robberies
and had 42 reported cases of motor
vehicle theft.
American University reported
that they have the safest campus
crime ratings in the Washington
Area in an October 22 report.
One reason for the high rating is the
location of the university and the surrounding area known as Tenleytown.
''It is really tough to find security
issues on our campus because the surrounding area is pretty safe which helps
out campus police a lot," says Andrew
Martel Editor-in-Chief of American's
student newspaper, The Eagle.
Some of the safety measures
American University uses are the
blue light system for emergencies,
and public safety rides to accompany students back to their dorm, and
two-prong security system.

lie service to her mother's active role in national political
campaigns. "My mother is very active with the NAACP
during last year I got involved in politics was when I helped
on the Al Gore campaign and even though he didn't win,
the experience was enough to make me want to help out
with political campaigns," said Robinson.
Both students are responsible for coming up with new and
creative ideas about how students can become more interested in working for their country. The two frrst put together a list of hot jobs in government that would interest their
peers. Lewis says he used his time on campus and in class
to decide what would attract students to·public service.
"Overall a lot of people at Howard are impressed by
things relating to top fields and so when I was in class I

did polls to find out what people were thinking they wanted to do after graduation," said Lewis. "Once we figured
out what many students were interested in we found
already existent jobs we thought would be interesting to
students," said Lewis.
Lewis and Robinson work as student recruiters and
attempt to interest students in serving in government positions. The Campaign for Public Service is launching this
public relations campaign as studies are continuing to
show the decline of recent graduates interest in the public service field.
"I know that we are making a difference and I hope
that students will consider careers in government," said
Lewis.

HUSA Gives Progress Report at
Town Hall eeting
Spring Holiday Inn.
HUSA also reported on its
involvement in the new University
task force to help alleviate security.
Brown's administration is circulating
srrrveys on campus security guards
and police, and continuously meeting
with students to discuss security.
The University Health Center
was another issue of high concern.
Brown related information that the
provost, Toy A. Caldwell-Colbert,
had established a task force on the
Health Center. The task force will
include Brown and Undergraduate
Trustee Breana Smith.
Besides university issues, Brown
discussed the student inclusion.
She said she wants students to
know to the roles of HUSA.

From Al
Despite a low student turnout,
HUSA pushed through with its
two-month review, which primarily
described its accomplishments.
"This is a time where students can
find out what HUSA has been up
too," Brown said. "The town hall
meeting will give students a chance
to see where we are going and where
we are going, and we can answer a
lot of student questions."
Brown discussed the measrrres
taken by HUSA to help accommodates students who were displaced by
the housing crunch, specifying how
HUSA secured hotel housing, meal
plans, shuttle service and a computer
lab for the residents of the Doubletree
Hotel in Crystal City and the Silver

'This student government is here to
serve the students," she said. " None
of us are here to further our own gain,
we are here for you (students)."
Students were urged to participate in the several HUSA programs
as volunteers or on committees and
task forces. HUSA also plans to set
up a weekly "Ask HUSA" table in
the Blackburn University Center.
Some students were concerned
about the lack of attendance.
"Students always complain about
what's going here at Howard University, but as tonight's turn-out
showed they really aren' t concerned," said sophomore physical
therapy major, Hakim Hasan.
Echoing Hasan's feelings, UGSA
Representative Brian Woodward

said, " Change comes slowly or not
at all, in this case it's coming slowly. But it could come a lot faster if
students would just participate in
the student government."
Hasan and Woodward's sentiments were confirmed by the low
turnout at the town hall meeting.
" We had to compete against the
free movie, and the line for that
was ridicules. I didn't even know
that the movie was being scheduled
for today," said Brown.
The HUSA office can be reached
at 806-7007 and at
contactwhusa@howard.edu. Students can also visit the HUSA website, www.husaonline.org.

Movie Night Cancelled After Students Smash Cramton Doors
ed into one area, Sheperd said. Soon
after, students were pinned against
two locked double doors with hundreds of people behind them pushing
to get into the movie.
"The people up front wanted the
people behind them to move back
while those people behind us wanted us to move forward, but there

From Al
way through in an attempt to
escape the cold and get in to the
theater with Charles and I were in
the front," Gross said.
Campus police ordered students to
back up and stand in a line or no one
would be admitted into movie. But
there were too many students crowd-

was no where for us to go," Sheperd said.
"Suddenly, the line pushed forward and my back was pinned up
against one of the double doors and
it shattered."
Immediately after an officer
pulled both Sheperd and Gross
aside and as the other door opened

the line surged forward once more
causing some people to get pushed
into the broken glass scattered
around.
As a result, the movie was cancelled and the crowd was asked to
disperse from Cramton Auditorium.
Several students had to be treated
for minor cuts.
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University officials have now implemented an EXTENDED SHUTTLE
SERVICE to provide service to the interior of the campus to include the
following locations:
Weekday Route
Current route: 6th & Howard - A Bldg. - 6th & Fairmont (Cook Hall)• Banneker (Mon - Fri
from 7:00 AM - 10:00 PM).
New Route: 6th & Howard - A Bldg. • 6th & Fairmont (Cook Hall} - Banneker - I Lab LSHSL* • Drew Hall · 6th & Howard (6:00 PM -Midnight}

•

Weekend Route
Current Route: Metro - HUH - HU Ctr - 6th & Howard - Metro
New Route: Metro • HUH • HU Ctr· I Lab • LSHSL • Drew Hall - 6th & Howard • A. Bldg. •
6th Fairmont (Cook Hall} - Metro (8:00 AM - Midnight}
*(LSHSL=Louis Stokes Health Science Library)
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Residents Complain About Missing Social
Security Checks
Many District residents complained that their
Social Security pension or disability payments
were missing this month. The majority of the
complaints came from areas served by the
Brentwood facility that is now closed.

DC School Employees to be Fired
Roughly 200 D.C. school administrative officials
will lose their jobs in the upcoming year due to
Superintendent Paul L. Vance's efforts to serve
the District's public schools and its students more
productively and effectively, officials said earlier
this week.

Crime Increases in District
Violent crime has dramatically increased in the
District since the Sept. 11th attacks, and the
number of homicides has nearly tripled.
According to the Washington post, it is not
certain whether the increase occurred because
Metropolitan police officers have been diverted
to help with other security duties.
Congress Ponder the Use of National Guard
House and Senate leaders are considering the use
of the National Guard troops to strengthen the
Capitol's police force in order to protect one of
the nation's most historic landmarks in times of
war and crisis.
Court Refuses to Hear Appeal
A federal appeals court refused to hear a lawsuit
seeking to stop construction of the World War II
memorial on the mall, ruling that Congress acted
within the scope of the constitution last spring
when it passed a law shielding the project from
judicial review.
Compiled by News Editor Erica Hubbard
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Fresh Off the The Hilltop's News Desk

Lack of Voting Power Unconstitutional, Residents say
By Crispin Brooks
Contributing Writer
he fight for residents of the District of
Columbia to gain a vote in Congress continues. While the campaign has always
had strong advocates both in the community and in Congress, the events of September 11th
have added some momentum and have perhaps
strengthened their case.
The 500,000 tax-paying residents of the District of
Columbia have no representation in Congress. The
only representation they do have is a non-voting delegate in the House of Representatives. What complicates district residents' situation even more is the fact
that congress acts directly as their "state" legislature.
Therefore they are denied any votes at that level, since
the district is not a state.
This inability of D.C. residents to vote is extremely unconstitutional, according to Amy Whitcomb
Slemmer, Executive Director of D.C. Vote. "We don't
have a voice, it's not democratic." she said. Slemmer,
through her organization is continuously seeking to
enlighten residents of the district about their right to
be represented in congress. She added, "Our debate on
terrorism has changed, it's evident now. We did not
have the chance to participate in the anti-terrorist bill."
This Slemmer finds most ironic. Although the bill is
fit to protect all U.S. cities, there will obviously be a
greater concentration on protecting the District.
Protecting the District is indeed a priority of the goverrunent, as the city is not merely the nation's capital, but

arner

it is home to all branches of goverrunent and
the nation's main instiSEP
tution of defense.
Slemmer commented," Congress was
quick to close down
their buildings, we
need to worry about
our constituents.''
Slerruner feels that
without proper representation in Congress,
D.C. residents will be
overlooked in several
other areas. While it is
Photo by Shala Wilson
agreed that Congress
is currently the ulti- The residents of the District of Columbia still want representation in Congress
mate governing body
for all D.C. residents, that body has in the past rejected the organization's otticial website, this allows tor an
equal voice for all citizens in selecting officials and to
and overruled decisions of the locally elected governvoice their concerns freely.
ment and citizen-passed ballot initiatives. While many
are comfortable with the local goverrunent having home
"Congress has denied that right for 200 years under
rule in the district i.e. making the districts decisions, critthe premise that the constitution also allows congress
ics argue that without full representation, Congress is still
total power over Washington D.C. However congress'
liable for the city's affairs, and so may still tum out unfapower over D.C. residents does not allow for the
vorable decisions in the sight of residents.
abridgement of free speech rights or the rights to a fair
If congress refuses to grant the District representatrial," as reported on the site.
tion in congress it would be unconstitutional, accordIt has been suggested to make the district a territoing to DC Vote, and in direct contradiction to the fourry, along with the other five territories owned by the
teenth amendment, which guarantees all citizens of the
U.S, which would completely relinquish all voting
United States protection under the law. According to
rights yet not require residents to pay taxes.
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ins Virginia Govenor Election

By Brad Harrison
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia)
U-WIRE- Democratic candidate Mark R. Warner
captured Virginia's highest office Tuesday night as he
defeated Republican Mark L. Earley for governor. He
is the first Democratic governor in the state of Virginia
since 1993.
Warner garnered 52 percent of the vote to Barley's
47 percent.
Warner claimed his election was a mandate for
change in Virginia during his victory speech last night
at the Marriott Hotel in Richmond.
"The people of Virginia have spoken," Warner said.
"They want a new approach."
Warner's strong victory most likely carried Democrat Tim Kaine, who won over Republican Jay Katzen
in the lieutenant governor race. But Democrat A. Donald McEachin lost by a large margin in the race for
attorney general.
In his victory speech, Warner with his family and former Democratic governor L. Douglas Wilder by his side,

spoke of the budget difficulties over the past year. Earlier this year, the Virginia General Assembly was dismissed without passing a budget for the year, forcing Gov.
James S. Gilmore III to freeze some state funds.
"We will never have a repeat of last year," Warner
said.
He also promised to resolve fiscal problems now facing the Commonwealth, including increased unemployment rates and declining business revenues in
wake of the Sept. 11 suicide attack on the Pentagon.
Warner also discussed the future of Virginia as its
newly elected governor. As governor "I will be guided by one principle - to put Virginia first," he said.
State political pundits praised the Warner campaign's ability to woo conservative voters.
Warner has created "a good model for Democrats to
use to run in Virginia," said Robert Holsworth, chair
of the department of international and public affairs at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Holsworth said he believed the key to Warner's victory was his conservative campaign message, his mobilization of the entire state and the present budget prob-

lems between the governor and the General Assembly.
Warner's victory also rested on whether or not he
could mobilize the Democratic base and get out the
vote, Holsworth said.
In his speech to the cheering crowd, Warner spoke of
the need for Virginia to unite across parties and regional differences. Reaching across partisan differences may
prove to be especially important with a Republican
attorney general in Warner's administration.
"We are all one Virginia and we all must work
together," Warner said.
He thanked campaign volunteers, staff, family and
friends for their hard work during the campaign.
Warner also thanked Virginia Democrats who rallied around him by saying, "you've waited a long time
for a good party. Enjoy."
In Warner's acceptance address, he spoke of important changes he plans to make concerning issues ranging from education to taxes. He supports a tax referendum in Northern Virginia on whether to increase the
sales tax to fund transportation improvements within
the region.

Election Results
for
Virginia and
aryland
Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no surprise to
•

VA Governor
Mark Warner (D)

52%

Mark L. Earley (R)
William B. Redpath (Lib)

47%
1%

the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our drawing boards. No wonder
we re always looking to hire the best and brightest. You can leverage your

Lieutenant Governor
Timothy M. Kaine (D)
50%

degree immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most

Jay K. Katzen(R)
Gary A. Reams (Lib)

sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

48%
2%

Attornev
General
•
Jerry Kilgore (R)

60%

Donald A. McEachin (D)

40%

Ellen Moyer (D)

MDMavor
•

Herb McMillan (R)

55%
45%

Compiled By Tiffany C. Norwood
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ou had to have heard the High?"
Simply put, this action, and several
news. Once again, Howard
University students have others often committed by Mecca stuproven that although this dents (last year's unfortunate student
induced flooding of the
University may produce
leaders for America and - - - - - - - - - - ~ West Towers for example), are the types of
the global community, it
things high school and
also produces the idiots
junior high students do.
that are often found on
Just like lockers, uniJerry Springer. The latest
Howard students are forms, and detention, this
example of campus idiocy comes from the behav- adults and they need to behavior should have
been left for the high
start acting like it.
ior of students earlier this
school hallways and cafeweek at the free screening
teria.
of Method Man and RedWE
ARE
ALL
man's new movie "How
High" in Cramton. Judging from its lead ADULTS. We want the freedom of
characters, it is doubtful that this movie adults, the responsibility of adults and the
is going to be Oscar material, but Howard respect of adults, yet we continue to act
students still felt the need to burnrush the as ifwe are immature adolescents. How
can Howard security officers protect us
auditorium door to see the flick.
Several people were injured in the from violence and chaos if we are the
stampede, and a plate glass door in Cram- cause of the problem? We as students
ton was shattered. This unfortunate inci- need to take responsibility for our actions
dent brought one question to the minds and the actions of our peers. Please, grow
of many University students, "When did up, go forward and change, or just go
Howard University become Howard home.

Our View:

.!'

at's Your Opinion?
e encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think
about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly with
news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please address all
letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington DC, 20001.
You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com

The Hilltop. Be Heard.

's

ettin
•

hat do several robberies, cer, who was sleeping like campus police
cases of stolen or van- so often do, had his gun taken. This is not
dalized cars, a murder, a acceptable. This should be of paramount
student being kidnapped, concern and a top priority of the adminand a Howard University Police officer istration to protect the Howard Universibeing robbed mean? This campus is not ty family. Yet, the blame cannot all be
safe! How does a police officer get p~inted towards security. These offenses
robbed? How does a police officer, who are being committed by an outside ell!ment that needs to be
is trained about the catch
surveyed by the metrophrases of when a robpolitan police departbery is about to happen
ment. The University is
fall victim to one?
taking the right steps in
Something needs to be
done on campus to make Howard University's trying to partner up with
the third district to keep
students, faculty and
campus is not safe. our campus safe.
administrators feel safe.
As Students, faculty
Something needs to be
please fix this! !!
and administrators, we
done to curb what seems
must all start paying
to be a weekly occurrence
attention to our surof some form of crime being committed
to people on this campus. Has this school roundings more. It is imperative that we
become a target of an outside element take all safety precautions and stop
that sees that security is so lax, and stu- putting ourselves in harms way. Even
dents are so vulnerable that they can be though, in an ideal world, people should
robbed at any time? It seems that is what be able to walk in Banneker parking lot
a police officer getting robbed for his gun, and from any off-campus dorm late at
night without being attacked, reality
badge and police shirt spell out.
There may be a person walking around says that we cannot do this. Students and
impersonating a police officer, confis- faculty should be able to make it to their
cating money from innocent persons, prospective destinations without having
assaulting people or taking advantage of to rely on escorts, but reality says there
people sexually. This is not the first time is a chance a crime will be committed, so
a police officer has lost his gun at take the time and wait. Reality says, this
Howard. Last year, a campus police offi- place is not safe!
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Ira Porter

PLEASE NOTE:
.

aybe I should have written
this column a long time ago,
but it is better to be late than
to have never written it.
Apparently, there are people
who don't understand how a
newspaper runs. The Hilltop strives to be the eyes,
ears and voice of Howard University. The staff tries
to produce a paper that is balanced and fair for all
those who read it and the many names and faces that
fill our pages twice a week.
I will be the fust to adrrrit that we make rrristakes.
Unfortunately, sometimes rrrisspelled words appear,
people are incorrectly identified and we lack consistency. We recognize those rrristakes and we try
to make sure we catch them.
We realize that we cannot please everyone and we
do not seek to do so. So sometimes stories may
appear that some people cannot appreciate or try to
discredit by retracting their quotes after they are
printed. Any professional paper understands that
this happens. As editor-in-chief of The Hilltop, I am
not surprised when something like this happens. I
cannot easily adrrrit to a rrristake if something is
printed and a person quoted in the story decides to
change their story afterwards, unless a blatant rrris-

take was made on our part.
The reason it is harder for me to adrrrit a fault on
behalf of The Hilltop is because I have to trust the
staff that I send out to cover this campus. How
would it make my staff feel if they knew that I
would so easily believe everyone who said a story
was flawed with made-up quotes?
The Hilltop has an opinion page where we allow
students, faculty and adrrrinistrators to submit perspectives on local, national or campus issues. This
is something I am particularly proud of because it
gives our readers an opportunity to voice concerns
or opinions on issues we do not cover in the paper.
I must remind everyone, just like there is one on this
page now, there is always a disclaimer that states
that the views of the perspectives on this page do
not reflect The Hilltop editorial board.
I say all of this to let people who read the paper
know that they have an avenue to express disagreement with anything we or our guest writers on
our opinion page write. Everyone is welcome to
subrrrit perspectives to us.
There is one thing you cannot do. You cannot tell
on us! Unfortunately there are some people on this
campus who think that when The Hilltop prints
something they do not agree with that they can go

to what
they think
is a higher-up and
tell on us.
The editorial content
of
The Hilltop is just
that, The
Hilltop's.
The students who
produce
this publication
have sole
control over what goes in it. What you can do is
write a letter to the editor. This is how you respond
to an article, a perspective or an editorial you disagree with. Unless we print something illegal anything else is a waste of your time.
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the views expressed on
the Perspective pages
of The Hilltop are the
opinions of the authors
names above them.
They do not reflect
the views of The Hilltop
Editorial Board.

Ira Porter is a senior print journalism major. He
is the Editor-in-Chief of The Hilltop.

Martina E. Martin

The Unbreakable Umbilical Cord
s children of the Diaspora, we must not forget to continually recognize the cooperative
relationships that have been forged throughout history between the "Motherland" and her displaced sons and daughters. In unearthing these linkages, the overwhelrrring tendency has been to focus
on the ancestral ties that exist between members of
the Diaspora and West Africa, paying little attention
to historical connections that may exist in other
parts of the continent. In drawing attention to these
often overlooked linkages, former South African
president, Nelson Mandela, in his autobiographical
novel, Long Walk to Freedom, rerrrinds us that " ... an
unbreakable umbilical cord connected black South
Africans and black Americans, for we were together
children of Africa."
With this thought in rrrind, what do such prorrrinent figures such as Marcus Garvey, Paul Robeson,
Lena Horne, and Marian Anderson all have in common? They are just a few of the many interesting
ties with South Africa that are illuminated in the
African-American Historical Linkages with South
Africa Project, ca. 1890-1965 under the direction of
Howard University Professor of African Studies, Dr.
Robert Edgar, and Associate Professor of History, at
the University of California at Santa Cruz, Dr.
David Anthony.
The research project, which began in September
of 1999, aims to compile several thousand primary
source documents collected over the past several
decades ranging from personal diaries, letters, and
traveler accounts to articles published in _i\merican,
European and South African newspapers and magazines. The Directors hope that the project will give
insight on an area that is often orrritted from history
books-the political, econorrric, social, and artistic
ties that have linked African Americans and black

South Africans with one another since the late 18th
Century. In speaking with Dr. Edgar about the project's aims he optirrristically replied,
He also hopes that the research will help people
realize the "depth and variety" of these connections
while keeping in mind that African Americans and
Africans of the time, " ... were actively engaged in
global politics, econorrrics, and culture ... borrowing
ideas, images, and perceptions from one another."
One example of this active engagement involves
the relationship between Christian rrrissionary work
in South Africa and American HBCU's. A more
personal account of this interaction involves the
1913 cross-cultural marriage between two Hampton
· Institute alums, Prince Madikane Cele of Zululand,
South Africa and Miss Julia Smith of Danville, Virginia. Greatly inspired by Booker T. Washington's
principles of black econorrric empowerment, Cele
hoped to use the skills acquired during his nine
years of study in the U.S. to establish a Christian
trade school in his native, Zululand. Cele urged
Hampton alums to become involved in Christian
rrrissionary activities in South Africa by declaring,
In 1946, Paul Robeson, Lena Horne, and Marian
Anderson would use their star power to protest
human rights abuses against black South Africans
and regular communication between leaders of the
African National Congress and the Civil Rights
Movement in the U.S. during the 1950s would lead
to a close relationship between Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and Albert Lutuli, both advocates for nonviolence and both winners of the Nobel Peace Prize.
To learn more about the African-American Historical Linkages with South Africa Project, ca.
1890-1965, please feel free to visit the website at
http://www.founders.howard.edu/reference/bob
edgarsite/index.html for more information.
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Dear Bison,
I found out that my girlfriend, of a year, cheated on me. But the thing is, I found this out
after we broke up (we were growing apart). But I really do love her, I don't want to see her with
anybody else and don't have the patience to sit this out.
Am I a fool to feel this way? After all, nobody's perfect and I've made rrristakes before.
And should I try to pursue her after all of this has happened? ... Right now she's dating other people
and I don't want her to grow too close to someone else. I'm talking to someone too but denying my
feelings for her because of my love for my ex ... HELP! !

Michael Winfield
0

ess
ere is my wealth of
knowledge. Afghan is
impoverished.
Afghanistan needs an
economy. And no work equals
poverty. So, I am glad the United
States has shown its humanitarian
side. American children, I can
proudly report, have raised half a
million dollars for Afghan children. These dollars will be of great
use. Dollars, in Afghan's thriving
economy, can purchase prosthetics
for lost limbs, inflatable dummies
for lost kin, and eaten when winter bowls in. They also insulate
caves.
Osama bin Laden, a great and
proud leader, has been very helpful in our efforts. His jeremiads
encourage rationality, humility,
compassion, wisdom, righteousness, morality, honesty, and pacifism, all positive Islamic traits. 1
have no doubt in my mind Osama
bin Laden bows to Allah daily in
the direction of Mecca.
And the leaders of the Taliban
have only assisted in our air droppings of food, by collecting the
food, trucking it to the front lines,
and distributing it to their soldiers.
This only allows the average
Afghani to see the humanity of
the United States. Once they join
the Taliban, in order not to starve,
they will appreciate our gifts.
The Taliban has also helped to
demilitarize their country. Now,
the military lives in the homes of
civilians, in hospitals, in schools,
and other non-military places. It is
nice to see Afghans learning, healing, and reading again. And it
means we can continue to bomb
their military structures without
killing any innocent soldiers. Also,
the food we drop can be used for
arts and crafts. We are sponsoring
freedom of expression, art for art's
sake, also a quality of Islam at its
best: Just think of the Alhambra
and all its geometric designs.
Would you believe that flour is
used to coat what were formerly
bombs and ammunition-and then
coated in flour, these former

anistan

weapons are carted to the frontlines? With the proliferation of
this art, the peaceful, proper message of Islam is delivered to all
those soldiers
still on the
frontlines. It
is a good
thing we do
not
bomb
these trucks,
mistaking
them for actual trucks carting
actual

ed States with his fiery lingo. His
radio addresses are so eloquent
and endearing that Europe has
backed us fully on this effort.
White I-louse
spokesman
Ari Fleischer has also
helped the
image of our

humanitarian effort by
being at all
times truthful. It 1s
wonderful
that, after the
defeat of Joe
Lieberman

ammunition,
and instead
we realize
that they are
carriers
of
culture and
transmitters
of art. If we
blew them up,
then Taliban
troops might stay on the frontlines
forever.
Also, our donations of performance art-bombs without
flour-have helped export all
those women in Afghanistan that
refused to work or to learn or vote.
All they wanted to do was wrap
themselves in cloaks and soldier
after soldier after soldier.
And it has brought attention to
the horrible medical infrastructure
problem in Afghanistan. Now, in
order to get television coverage,
Taliban troops will toss in
grenades to rooms full of patients,
and then lead reporters there to
highlight the"poor medical infrastructure." If the grenades had not
been tossed, then how would we
be able to sight the asbestos in the
walls, the caramelized chips of
lead paint? This medical infrastructure problem is finally being
addressed, thanks to the deeds of
these heroes. Hopefully, we can
summon more children to dig deep
into their allowances to buy better
walls for Afghan medical patients.
But the real humanitarian efforts
go to George Bush, our president,
and his cabinet. He has done his
best to bolster support for the Unit-

•

for vice pres-

ident, a Semite
holds
such a valued position,
and that he is
vested with delivering the truth to
the public. It is so much better
than the marginalization of legitimate Jewish interests in foreign
policy that could have occurred.
And Secretary of State Colin Powell is a wonderful diplomat. We
should, in fact, simply collapse
our Foreign Service into the Army:
what good are diplomats that can't
win wars, right? And Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfield has done
nothing but promote confidence
in the humanitarian effort. His stolid and stoic silence and equivocations reveal that he has a slippery
mind, perfect for logistics. Logistics is very important to the
humanitarian effort, which is no
more than donations. We gladly
donate front page newspaper
columns, columns of smoke, shattered columns in buildings, shattered bombs, bombing raids, thundering helicopters, crashing soot,
sonic ripples, spontaneous fires,
mutilated children, and constant
CNN coverage. And hopefully, an
all-brand-new Afghanistan, economy included!
.

Michael Winfield is a graduat.

1ng senior.
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Love Torn
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Dear Tom,

j

Stop, wait a minute, why are you spending so much time reminiscing on your ex-girlfriend?
Do me a favor: please move on with you life. You're creepin' up on OLD (obsessive love disorder).
It's real simple, don't make this complicated.
As Tina Turner says, "What's love got to do with it?" Sometimes the truth hurts. Just because you love ex-girlfriend doesn't mean you have to be in a relationship with her. It's all right to
love her. Love is beautiful. Yet, to be in love with her, is a different situation. However, you can't
devote yourself completely to your new love if you still have these feelings for your old boo. That's
a contradiction. Some people spread themselves way too thin, and end up "loved- out, and "feed- up."
Remember this perspective: feelings and emotions should influence you not control your
life. Your ex-love is no longer the "Soul Sister" that Bilal sings about; therefore, its out with the old,
and in with the new.

If you have something to share with the Bison send your
submissions at thehilltop@hotmail.com

Have a
.
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By JOSEF SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer
dreamed about this day many
times. It was not a pleasant dream
but one that I dreaded because
the dream continued in my conscience state. I never told anyone
about my dream - who could I tell and
who would understand me? After years
of having this dream, it finally became a
reality. When I heard the·n.iws that my
grandfather had died from my cousin, it
was more of a reassurance than a shock.
The dream had prepared me for this
moment so I had an idea of how to deal
with it.
My grandfather was 95 years old
(although we speculated he was older)
and was fortunate enough to die with no
pain and surrounded by his family. I
knew he had lived his life to the fullest,
and you could see this through his
extremely large family. His children were
his legacy; he had enough children and
grandchildren to nearly start a small
school.
As the date of the funeral neared, I
began to feel a sense of uneasiness. I had
never been to 1 funeral, didn't have anything to wear, and didn't know what to
expect. My uneasiness was replaced with
fatigue as I pondered how different my
weekend would be from all my friends'

'

'
'

It is the choice
By DARBY BAHAM
Contributing Writer
t's noontime on the Upper Quadrangle, and a group
of young men is gathering in the shadow of the
Founder's Library clock tower. Sporting bare chests
and boots spray-painted gold, they jump and chant
in a scene that is at once celebratory and reverent.

at Howard.

The myth and lore furrounding many of the organizations is rich. Their history at their Alma Mater
is even richer, with many of the Black Greek organizations being founded at Howard.
. Greek life at Howard University has always been of great
interest to many students. From Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., Alpha Chapter; Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta
Chapter; Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., Alpha Chapter;
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity Inc., Alpha Tau Chapter; Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc., Xi Chapter; Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter; Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.,
Alpha Phi Chapter; Phi Beta Sigma Inc., Alpha Chapter; Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority Inc., Alpha Chapter, these organizations
seem to exude characteristics that draw students to them and
cause them to wonder certain things, such as why people join
these organizations in the first place.
Burnice Cain, a senior legal communications major from

Just across the Yard, another group gathers -these young
I wanted to stay in my room the whole
weekend but I had an obligation to my
men come clad in black and gold jackets, emblazoned with
family, and I kne•.v I would never be able
names;r,poted in Egyptian lore. Still other color combinations
like pink and green; gold and blue pepper the Yard.
to live with myself if I did not attend.
<. \
After looking in my closet, I finally
The students ar~ aJl members of Greek-letter organizations.
found a gray shirt and some black slacks.
And though their ,combined membership makes up only 1
Friday, I left campus to go to the wake
percent of the student population, these student groups are
thinking it would be a dreadful weekend
perhaps the most recognizable part of Howard University
but I was about to learn a valuable life
social hfe.
·
lesson.
As the small church began to fill with
mourners I spotted my mother at the
front of the church alone and I proceeded to sit in the second pew just feet from
the casket. My goandfather looked asleep
and a few times I thought I saw him
breathing on pac~ with me. As the pro.
. •
'
cession started I soon became weary and '
•
began to doze off; ~\ the brink.,'lf .sleep
what she's got.
)3y C::OREY R,,'.i~fCQtlEEN
the organ awakened nie..The second time
Cecily's ai;tistic ability came riatu·:,,,, \'Contributing Writri'
'
I almost dozed off I caught the shadow
·" .
rally considering her mother's a pro.• .. r '.- '
of a dark figure that made n\y heart skip:·;Move over,Donna Karen and Dolce fessional artist. It was at the yol,llg age
He came in fashionably late (as) do
., If,. Gabana;i new upcoming fashion
of 13 she had adesire to'l~arnhowto
almost all my classes) dressed in gray
designer will be taking your place on sew so her mother taught her child
and hurried to his seat. He sat directly in
the runways. Her name is Cecily just that. Cecily mastered sewing
front of me with his mother seated on the
Stewart. She's a mid-west funky diva within a couple of years.
right. By then my heart was pounding
from Chicago and a second year stuCecily never had to spend unnecand I could feel my blood pressure ris1".':'::::::::=::::::::::-:---"""''.'.'""::'.'="""""'""l essary money on the
ing. Aside from us having similar names
latest fashions or had
I knew nothing about this man, and I
to worry about some
hated him for that. Each time I saw him
other girl showing up
I created a new reason to hate him.
to the school dance
•
•
At that point the wake didn't matter, 1
with her sa.me' 'dress.
was filled with anger and hatred.
''It was my junior year
As I silently vented my anger towards
of high school when I
him the priest interrupted my thoughts
started designing my
with his homily about my grandfather.
own formal weai;" she
He spoke about my g\,andfather's life as
said. Her friends at
a teacher and family man,. -Through my
school looked to Cecigrandfather's life I began to silently learn
· ly to put her skills to
about the man who for so long I conwork on them, and she
vinced myself I hated.
even made her own
I noticed that out •of all -my grandfaprom dress.
thers' children he·was the only one who
Cecily has her own
sat directly next to my grandmother durilistinct style-no one
ing the funeral, wake, and repast. She .
fashion designer has
loved all her children equally but he was
more influence over
her favorite and it showed, as I looked at
the other to her. Her
my own mother I remembered all the
styles are a combinaextra attention I was given.
tion of African and
I thought about all the things I disliked
contemporary. The
about this man. I remember he had no
majority of clothes we
•
sense of direction, and going on a trip
' ••
(African Americans)
with him meant you would be lost in the
' in biology and fashion wear have no African influence, Cecident
majoring
car fur hours. To add to that, he was never
design. Apd for the past homecoming ly said. She mixes denims, and coton time for anything, and if given prior
fashi6fi,show of 2001 Cecily has a tons with African fabric and even
notice it would only amplify his tardiness.
,half of a ,sc,~ dedicatf'.d just to her uses some army fatigue. Cecily uses
My thoughts rambled on and were
r de&1gns. , .
a lot of Adinkra symbols from Ghana.
again disrupted as the priest motioned
Cecily's definitely not new to the The most popular symbol used is
the family to begin viewing the open casgam_e; in last year's homecoming Gye Nyame meaning omnipotence of
ket. I began to scour the eyes of those in
fashion show fuur of her pieces were God.
attendance and saw his brother and sisShe has been truly blessed. Back at
displayed and modeled. She said she
ters openly weeping but this man
was determined to show off what home in Chicago she was fortunate
remained unmoved, and as I sat behind
she had and displaying her styles m enough to have some of her clothes
him I was determined not to cry.
fashion shows would be just the way up fur sale in three different stores
For as long as I could remember he had
to let her fellow classmates know under the fashion label Simply CeciPlease See I st Persom, B5
1

•

Sacramento, CA, and a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc., Alpha Chapter since last spring, admitted that the
social aspect of sororities and fraternities does play a part in
the initial interest sometimes.
"It's exciting to people," she said. "They want to be able to
participate in events like the step shows. However, it a]so has
to do with people wanting to feel a part of a fatnily, an extended family away from home."
Even though the Greeks are intrigning socially, that aspect of
Greek life is not always what motivates students to join these
organizations. Some students become interested by seeing others in the fraternity or sorority, such as Jaha Howard, a junior
chemistry major from Atlanta, GA, and a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta Chapter since last spring.
Please See Greek Life, B5

Fa~hionably Loud

Stu.dent Designer Makes Splash on Campus
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ly's Fashion Designs. Sqe was busy
By JO&ATIIAN(: Sll\-ls , .
this summer taking custom orders . Life and Style Edito'r
·
and having people in and out of her
home [OClking at her fly designs, but
Cecily is tstillworking hard receiving
orders.
Cecily is well on her way to the top,
The Verdict:
and she is making it happen. Within
a few months she has plans to have
Don't judge a book by its cover. We
all have heard that phrase, and in the •·
case of Petey Pablo, this is an understatement. Few people come into the
rap game and work magic on an
album. Well I guess we can start calling Pablo, Houdini, because he has
made a versatile masterpiece appear
Petey Pablo
from nowhere. The man that told us
"this one's for NC" came up with one Didn't 1, Fun room, and the party
of the more eccentric styles of rap to anthem La Di Da Da Da.
be seen lately in the hip-hop industry.
The talent that Pablo pulls on this
The party mood of his frrst single album is remarkable for a guy that
Raise Up is just one mood that Pablo came on the scene with a song that
expresses from his debut Diary of a some tried to label as a one hit wonder.
Sinner: I" Entry. Pabl9°\nakesmany It would be hard to find a bad song on
entries in his diary that Celfthe stories this album, but it would have to be Do
of pain, fun, and his fight io g~t where Dqt, / which is probably Pete's most
he came from. Coming all the way complex entry in the album. The track
from Greenville, NC with ,i n iilbwn ·•· S~i/res a blow to the entire fake MC
on the Jive label, Pab!ojJ,iQf.e~\lte ra5:e out there. "I can write a song
excellence in the masi~¥y' ?,ffljlTh without ice, b*****s, or cars ... I can
4
album. Getttng the heip;jrQQI, Jtey blaze a track without bustin a ga~"
beat makers in the game'i'v.ia 'Vir- says Pablo. The challenge is out there
ginia's Timbaland who produced his as Pablo threatens those imitation
frrst single Raise Up and the party hit MC's on the track referring to "sound
her clothes up for sale in local D.C.
a like Mobb Deep, sound a like Jay-Z,
J
Pablo
is
proving
not
only
to
be
stores. She is also looking to hire
sound a like BIG." He uses his creative
"buzz
worthy"
by
MTV
but
a
full
responsible and reliable people to
side on the album to set himself apart
force
in
hip-hop.
help her with sales. Presently, Cecily
from those imitations.
Pete's
personality
shines
on
the
is writing a grant to get a program
Pablo pulls some other elements
album as he expresses some of his rapstarted to tea~h young people how to
ping skills on the self-titled track Pete that are innovative on the album
sew. Cecily has 2 more years to make
Pablo giving a country Busta Rhymes including the conception of the track
her dream come true of opening up a
rap style. Pete, however, doesn't stick Live Debaca. Pablo performs the
store of her own befure she graduates.
to the rap code by keeping the same track Live with the audience and has
If you are interested and in seeing
style on each song; instead, he shows the quality of a studio recording.
what Cecily has to ofter you give her
his diversity by rapping in different Singing on one track 'Fool For Love'
a call at (202) 841-5075 or email her
speeds and even sings. Other hot Pablo gives a ghetto love ballad about a
at simply_cecily@hottnail.com
entries in his diary would have to be
Please See Petey Pablo, B5
,.,.
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She Gets Mad Love:

''Lenny

Faith Shines on Third Album

By HAROLD EICHELBERGER
Hilltop Staff Writer

aVitz:

The True Definition''
'

By JONATHAN C SIMS
Life & Style Editor

The Verdict:
The Verdict:
With two albums already stashed in her Kate Spade
bag, Faith is back and "oops" Blu Cantrell better watch
her back. Fans can expect the same Faith on her third Bad
Boy release album titled "Faithfully." This time Faith
Evans brings an entourage of producers that give her fans
a taste of classic Faith with a wicked dash of innovation.
While she may have lost some weight, Faith still pulls
pounds on the hip-hop inspired tracks on this album. Getting help this time from her team of producers including
P. Diddy, Buckwild, and the intergalactic sounds of the
Neptunes, Faith brings a more jovial mood this time
around.
You Gets No Love, the first single released off the album
teams Faith up with rapper/producer P. Diddy and rapper
Loon. This hot single has been blazing the clubs in the
Chocolate City for a minute, and has proved a great comeback tool for the singer. The first track off the album,
Alone in the World shows Faith and P. Diddy's creativity as they start off with a piano and break into the track
with a sample of her late husband's hit single Who Shot
Ya .. Probably one of the most creative ideas incorporated from the project, Faith does a dynamic job for the opening song.
One of the more drastic changes on the album would
be the Neptunes produced song, Burnin' Up which Faith
changes her vocals in the chorus resembling a mature
Kelis. The song itself has the outspoken pop overtones
with elements of rock intertwined. The techno laced Back
to Love is truly different from what true Faith fans would
seek but the delivery that Faith carries here is one of the
most intrinsically complex songs on the album.
For the true Faith fan she gives you her traditional side
with the jazzy Do Your Time and Don't Cry. On Time
Faith writes a letter to her man and tells him that she will
stick by him no matter \1/hat even though he is going
through a rough time (probably in jail). Probably one of
the more inspirational love songs on the album Faith's attitude with the jazzy beat makes the song loveable but convincing. The breezy feel of Cry rants to her judgmental
man to leave because he didn't take advantage of a good
thing.
Brand New Man is the Mary J side of Faith coming out.
She gets a new man and tells her ex who cheated on her
with her friend, to understand that she doesn't have time
for either one of them. "He used to belong to me/ how
silly could you both be/ I knew it all the time," Faith
croons to the two that deceived her. But she takes the loss
with a gain with her new man that "understands."
One thing that a true Faith fan knows is that she can
shut you down rather quickly, and Where We Stand is the

Lenny Kravitz's new release of his self-titled album
"Lenny" hit shelves recently. This album is his frrst product of original music since his release of 5 with such hits
as I Belong to You, and Fly Away. Everything that fans
of Lenny Kravitz expect is seen thoroughly in this 12track album in which he digs deep into his soul to reach
out those lost melodic moods that are found with his
words and his voice that is taken to a higher level of rock
music. On this album you have your share of pure rock,
slow ballads, and even some futuristic music accompanied by just the right beats.
In his frrst song he opens up with the strongest explosion of guitar riffs and booming bass to the sounds of I'm
on a Battlefield of Love. He takes the listener through a
voice that feels more like a hair exploding roller coaster.
The other rock track that stands out is Dig In. Kravitz
returns to his true rock roots with loud drums, rough bass,
and loud screeching guitars to accompany his voice,
"Once you dig in/you'll find you'll have yourself a good
time."

Faith Evans
song, which does it on this album. If you have just broke
up or even just started a relationship, proceed with caution and skip track 14 (don't say I didn't warn you). Heaven Only Knows is a cute song but Love Can't Hide is the
something that Faith experimented with and it is some
new creation that will be definitely playing in players on
campus this winter. Faith pulled a Jill Scott on this track
and pulled off one of the most beautiful songs on the
album. Her scats and staccato singing style on this song
is something even devout Faith fans may not be able to
handle.
The other surprise on the album is the resurrection with
Carl Thomas in the summer hit Can't Believe originally
on the Bad Boy compilation. It still is a popular song that
has a unique beat and similarly powerful lyrics. Of course,
as all Faith albums, the duets are always the ones that
leave fans thirsting for more.
Faith has done it again. She has lost weight, got a new
man (Todd), attitude, and style. There is only one thing
that is wrong with the entire album- the interludes should
have been songs too (You can't have everything). The
depth of "Faithfully" is probably one of the more real
albums she has put out. You can tell she's happy and that
if nothing else she will continue to be Faithful.

Kravitz's efforts do not stop here. He even takes the
listener on a breeze of slow ballad cuts that soothe an urge
for something different from Kravitz. The true difference
comes around in Believe in Me which starts off with Timbaland-esque futuristic stutter beats. It encompasses a
very slow tempo song sung with sexuality by Kravitz.

,
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There are symphony tones in the background of this song
and just when you least expect it, the acoustic solos set
in and steal the motion of this beautiful ballad.
The standout track is You Were in My Heart. This song
finds a way to take your mind to a state of relaxation and
exploration while the guitar strands itself through the chorus. Behind the guitar you can hear the sound of trickled rhythms that reminds you of break dancing days.
Accompanied with the violins Kravitz's voice comes
through singing,
But you were in my heart, loud enough to make this
song a perfect combination of musical genres.
This attempt by Kravitz is one that takes your mind on
a colorful melodic journey etched on a scene of mind
inspiring music stretched forth on every song on this great
album. Through each track you will find yourself repeating songs and rewinding just to hear the sultry sounds of
Kravitz's voice. In each musical genre that Kravitz
touches on this album, he creates just the right chemistry
.
'
by adding his smooth rock essence that defines this artist.
This CD is'definitely worth the fifteen bucks.

Angie Stone Strikes Big with
Mahogany Soul
By JOZEN CUMMINGS
Hilltop Staff Writer

+

The Verdict:

If Angie Stone had hit the music scene back in the '?O's,
she would have probably gone unnoticed. Much like her
solo debut Black Diamond, D' Angelo's baby-mama tries
to stay with her niche of repackaging '?O's R&B for
today's hip-hop generation with the release of her sophomore effort "Mahogany Soul."
Ms. Stone wastes no time in efforts to be nostalgic, as
she pays tribute to Labelle 's classic Lady Marmalade with
the frrst track Soul Insurance. Offering a much more soulful rendition then the one made by Mya and company earlier this year, Ms. Stone sings her heart out over a masterful blend of acoustic guitars and keyboards.
While Ms. Stone comes off as the torch-bearer for those

The Howard University Student Association

Lenny Kravitz

Angie Stone

with newcomer Calvin on More than a Woman. Calvin
makes an impressive debut on what is one of the strongest
tracks on "Mahogany Soul." .
Mahogany Soul, while strong on the topic of love, also
lends a voice to other subjects as well. Using Al Green's
classic song Simply Beautiful for her own song entitled
20 dollars, Stone vents out her frustrations on the issue
of loaning money out to those who ask. On the albums
bonus track S;Qlle spea~ of the,Time of the Month warn-

who miss the days of Diana Ross and Aretha Frankiin, her
ing all those around her to not even mess with her.
music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies
Probably one of the biggest surprises of "Mahogany
who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name
Soul" is that Ms. Stone· herself, proving her to be a real
of love, as in the case of Wish I Didn't Miss You. Over the
master of the craft, does a majority of the production.
classic O'Jays' song, Backstabbers, Ms. Stone sings, "I can't
Raphael Saadiq comes in to offer his musical genius with
eat/I can't sleep anymore/ waiting for love to walk through . the album's first single Brotha, a funky tribute to all those
the door/ I wish I didn't miss you anymore."
good men out in the world.
Where Wish I Didn't Miss You sings the song of love
With 17 strong tracks; "Mahogany Soul" has proven
gone bad, we find why she has fallen so hard in the first
to be Angie Stone's weapon against the sophomore jinx.
place through songs like Bottles and Cans. Over a conWhat could have been her downfall in the days of peace
temporary guitar heavy beat, Ms. Stone claims she would and love, can now be the reason for her success in these
rather "live in the streets with no food to eat" than to live days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted;
without the love of her man.
while at times the diva can be put in the same boat as Mary
Elsewhere on the album, Stone teams up with Musiq
J. Blige, and other times comparisons can be made to
Soulchild on The Ingredients of Love. The two soulErykah Badu, "Mahogany Soul" leaves no doubt in the
crooners sing their hearts out over the bass line to the claslisteners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in
sic jazz composition Red Clay. She also teams up
today's R&B.

,

Let's Wait Awhile
Students Ponder the Benefits of Abstaining from Sex
By COURTNEY WADE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Applications Due
in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by
5:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 20, 2001
Call the HUSA office at (202) 806-7007 for more information

The word abstain is defined by Websters New World
Dictionary as a verb meaning "to voluntarily do without;
to refrain from [something]."
Abstinence from sexual activity promotes a healthy,
rewarding lifestyle that in most cases is deeply rooted in
self-love, self-respect, self-discipline, and also a strong
spiritual connection. It is important to note that sexual
abstinence is a natural idea that encourages the knowledge of self. However, most people who abstain from sexual activity do not expect to remain virgins all of their life.
Generally, they anticipate the benefits of saving themselves for someone who deeply loves them and someone
who is committed to them usually within the confines of
marriage.
So what? Who cares? Why should anyone practice sexual abstinence? What's in it for me? How will it change
my life? The benefits of abstinence are numerous.
Abstaining is a conscious health choice as well as a personal and spiritual one in many cases. By not having sex,
one can avoid the possibility of unplanned pregnancies
and contracting chronic and often painful illnesses like
sexually transmitted diseases (or STDs).
Today, having peace of mind concerning your health is
something that seems rare and illusive, especially since
more and more sexually active people are choosing not
to be honest with their partners.
An old adage states, "When you sleep with someone,'
you are sleeping with everyone they have slept with too."
How frightening it would be if this statement held literal truth! Abstinence is clearly a logical and healthy decision. Therefore; if a person cannot be honest with their
partner, then they should heed the faithful call of abstinence and not the call of the infamous "Trojan Man."
Biology major, Giara Gilmore agrees wholeheartedly.
"Don't try to wait until the situation [questioning sex] arises ... Put it out there in the beginning ... Communication is key," said Gilmore.
In addition to relieving major health concerns, abstinence incorporates strong values of self-love and knowledge, self-respect, and good morals. People who are

abstinent from sex are normal people who discipline
themselves in order to p·reserve themselves for the gifts
of love and ultimately marriage. Recently, I spoke with
a group of abstinent Howard students. They agreed collectively that a strong sense of self-esteem and spiritual
values have in tum led them to become abstinent. They
believe that love is definitely worth the wait and so are
their bodies.
Too often tales of sexual abuse become a reality and
cause one to think twice about the Bible verse that states
that the body is a "temple" in which God dwells in a new
convicting light. Furthermore, waiting for that special lifetime mate does not have to automatically equal a dull,
uneventful social life. It is believed by some that virgins
are the most sexually creative people. It is important to
note that sexuality and desiring affection from others are
natural aspects of life, a part of being human.
Now that abstinence has been clearly defined, the question remains: What are some ways of remaining abstinent?
The answer is simple, yet, most definitely, easier said than
done. As with anything, one should find a group of people who share the common goal of remaining abstinent
and seek support among those who share similar views.
Also, another way is to spend time developing a deeper
spiritual relationship with a higher power through prayer,
meditation, study of religious texts, and also learning,
growing, and discovering one's self.
Regardless of the method's employed to support the
cause, what is most significant is the actual mindset of a
person. If a person really desires to achieve a goal (say,
a college degree), he or she will undoubtedly develop a
plan of action and make the necessary sacrifices to obtain
the coveted goal. The same thing can be applied to sexual abstinence.
However, the fact remains-_abstinence is not the choice
of everyone. It is essential to acknowledge the risks that
are at hand when sex enters the equation. Take sex seriously and practice sex with the appropriate precautions
based on the lifestyle you have chosen. Nevertheless, if
you feel that you need to make a change in your life for
the better, you should try abstinence, not because "everybody's doin' it", rather because, like L'Oreal's slogan confidently states, "You're worth it!"
.
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HEN?
Monday, Nov. 5th Friday, Nov. 9th
M
F- 1 OAM- 6PM
TTH- 1 2PM-8PM

HO?
All Students
ho Are Not
Graduating in December 2001 or
May 2002

- HERE?
The Old Campus Store, Ground
Floor, Blacl<burn Center
near the Caf .
Questions? Call the yearbook@ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in
the Blackburn Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.cc1m
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•
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ccept1n
or
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ctivities
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Applications will be available in the Office of Student
Activities on Wednesday, October 31, 2001
The Deadline to turn in all applications is
Friday, November 15, 2001 at 5:00pm
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KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, INC.
IN'fERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

Howard University

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132-4950

History Department

I

.,•

Panel Discussion

I

••

•
)

Official Notice:

'

j

With The Honorable Donald Payne Former Head of
the Congressional Black Caucus

KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, INC.

•"
•
l

Philadelphia, PA, October 26. 2001 - Anthony B. Hill the Polemarch of the Eastern Province of
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., (Regional Director) whose jurisdiction includes Washington,
D.C., has announced the following:

'

Fra~ity activities as well as Membership Intake Programs at Howard University have
been prohibited by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

•

1

Any and all activities of Membership Intake, and as well, as any other fraternity type activities of
any kind, conducted under the name of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, or appear to be so conducted,
ar~ unlawful, illegal and of no legal efficacy, since they are in violation of the Charter,
Constitution and Statutes of the fraternity and should be reported to the proper authorities
immediately commencing with Howard University Vice Provost Raymond W. Archer, Ill.

'

•

•
•

I

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, neither condones nor supports, hazing, underground pledging, or any
other unlawful activity designed to encourage or solicit members for initiation into its chapters or
for any other purpose. If you are aware of any such activities on the campus of Howard
University or'otherwise, please call our offices at this number, i.e., (215) 228-7184. Report to
Richard Lee Snow, Executive Director or in his absence to Andre' Early, Assistant Director/
Undergraduate Leadership and University Relationship.

MODERATOR-DR. IBRAHIM K. SUNDIATA, CHAIR
Dept. of History

Wednesday, November 14, 2001
6:00-8:00 p. m.
'

At

International Headquarters• 2322-24 North Broad Street • Philadelphia, PA. I9 I32-4950 • 215-228-7 I84

Ralph J. Bunche
International Affairs Center
1st Floor conference room
Howard University
2218 Sixth St. NW
Washington, DC 20059

"

Dittdions:
Tum on Howard PL
Then make a right on 6"' Sl NW
To the Ralph}. Burclie u,nter

•
•

'
'

'
I

·'

•I

.
'
'
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J-CEJ!tv?

•

Mon., Nov. 5th - Fri., Nov. 16th
1 1 at I I
Bpr r I Monday - Thursday
1 2p1,1-8p1,1 Friday
J-CO?

Students Graduating in
Dec. 2001 or May 2002

'

J-CE~E?

The Old Carr ,pus Store,
Ground Floor, Blackburn Center
near the Caf .
'

Minir,1ur,1 $1 0

•

Sitting Fee, cash only
•

Questions? Call the yearbook@ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn
Center or e1nail us @ bisonyearbook@hot111ail.com
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Greek life,

1st Person, A Weekend Away

Is It the Choice for You?

Continued from page B 1

Continued From Page Bl

"I first became interested when I felt that I could identify with certain members. I saw things in them that I
liked and wanted to improve about myself, such as leadership skills, work ethics, and sophistication," Howard
said, "My research into the organization just solidified
my decision."
]
On the other hand, some students were raised in the
environment of a particular organization, and this reason
helped in their decision, such as Gabrielle Charles, a
senior biology pre-law major from New Orleans, LA, and
a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., Alpha
Chapter since the spring of 2000.
"I've been raised around ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority all my life. I've seen how they represent themselves at all times, and from the examples of those
women, I knew that this was the organization I wanted to
join."

However, with all the interest surrounding Greek organizations, only I percent of Howard's population is
involved in one of them. The reasons for this low percentage vary from disinterest in Greek life to the feeling
that the actual process of joining is strenuous and not
always worth it.
Another reason that is sometimes offered is the belief
that Greek organizations take over your life and only God
should do that. Brian Kasoro, a freshman Political science
major from Minneapolis, MN said, "The only thing that
I would pledge to is my God."
Also some students have concerns about Greek life that
make them think twice about joining. Many of these concerns involve stereotypes that have followed Greeks
throughout the years. One such concern is that they have
no real purpose. To an outsider looking in, the social aspect
of Greek life may look like the only aspect of Greek life.
But Thmera Holmes, a junior speech/ communications

major and a member of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc.,
Alpha Phi Chapter since the spring of 2000, believes that
this usually is not true.
"You have to look beyond stepping and other social
activities and actually see what the organization is doing.
That's where research comes in. Some organizations are
participating in community service and doing programs
that benefit students, while some organizations are not,"
she said, "The ones that are doing these programs are living up to their purpose, which mainly involves community service."
An interesting concern that is brought up sometimes

is the fact that African Americans participate in Greek letter organizations. Some students have questioned why this
would be.
"Historically, however," Howard said, "at the turn of the
century, the only creative way for a group of Black people to meet secretly was to disguise their purpose by using
Greek letters as names. So, when Black organizations first
started, Greek letters were used as a mask to hide the inner
workings of Black uplifting."
The most pressing stereotype is that one tends to lose
his or her individuality after joining one of the organizations. This stereotype is one of the more prevalent ones,
and is most likely due to the fact that Greeks do similar
things in their respective organizations, such as wearing
like clothes at times.
Steven Walker, a recent business school graduate from
Fort Worth, Texas, and a member of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter since the spring of 2000, however, does not feel this way. "I think that losing your identity happens whether you're joining a fraternity or the
choir, if you do not have a strong personality. It's not necessarily the organization, it's the person's strength of character that comes into play."

Petey Pablo
continued from page b1
•

relationship with a woman that constantly cheats. Pablo
gets serious with Test of My Faith, which talks about different struggles, from paying bills little by little to the
obstacles people face. One of the more inspirational
songs on the album 'Faith brings this rising star back to
earth.
Truth About Me and Diary of A Sinner are two other
introspective entries in Pete Pablo's "Diary." He exposes so much about what is going on in his family and with
him right now. Very emotionally stirring, Pablo displays
the mortality he faces in life. On these tracks especially,
Pete vents his frustrations of the hardships he had to go
through to get where he is.
The hottest track that will definitely be in the clubs in•

the weeks to come is I Told Y'al (also produced by Timbaland). The song as I call it, R Kelley's 'Fiesta' goes to
Africa is definitely going to get major air play on local
stations and definitely would have been a hot song for
Homecoming this year.
If you just want some music to get you ready for the
Gardens or you want something to listen to that will just
make you think, then this is the perfect album for you.
Who would have thought that a man that comes from a
small simple southern town could have such a profound
sound? It can be said what Juvenile did for New Orleans,
and Nelly did for St. Louis, Pete is about to do for North
Carolina. Pablo has proven that his "Diary" is not just
for North Carolina but instead the whole world.

trouble dealing with his emotions and rarely ever showed
any, when this code was threatened he conquered all with
perfect silence. The wake was just another example of his
silence.

As much as I had told myself I never wanted to be like
him when I got older I realized now we were the same.
All his strengths, weaknesses, and shortcomings, are
mine. From our height, facial features to demeanor.
At the funeral Saturday morning my father was called
upon to give the "Last Tribute." For the first time I heard
him struggle in his speech as he recalled his personal interactions with his father.
For the first time in my life I saw his emotions waver.
His sermon was long and powerful and he glowed when
the crowd reacted to him. This man that I hated for so long
even craved attention as much as I did. When he struggled for words I began to feel weaker, as he stressed different points in his speech I grew stronger.
The ride to the cemetery was long and drawn out with
the hearse being slowly escorted by the Montgomery
County Police Department all the way to the Georgia
Avenue portion of Silver Spring. The funeral concluded
with my cousins and I carrying the casket and the mourn-

ers in close pursuit to my grandfather's final resting
place.
Three doves were released to symbolize my grandfather's spirit living on. As they flew off they were joined
in the air by a flock of black crows. For a few brief
moments the birds tangled and then vanished.
I looked around the cemetery and noticed other processions going on and I knew the only thing that brought
these people together was death and the celebration of life,
just as the crows and doves had united.
After the repast, my uncle Amos told me that I was
beginning to look and act more like my father each day.
He then turned to my father and repeated these words. My
father looked at me with a half smile as if he knew it all
along. Although my father and I hardly spoke that weekend (except about school, and grades) I had learned all
that I ever wanted to know about him through the celebration of my grandfather's life.
Josef Sawyer is a sophomore print journalism major.

•

•,

Josef Sawyer is a sophomore print journalism major
from Ellicott City, Maryland and can be reached at
Sheikhblack@aol.com.
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Make It A Blockbuster Ni
WithaD
By Karen James
Contributing Writer
One ticket for the movies usually runs a person about
$8.50, not to mention the $3.00 drink and the $5.00 popcorn, bringing the grand total to$ l 6.50. Instead, of going
out to the movies wouldn't you rather enjoy the comforts
of your home or room; eat food that was reasonably
priced, and not have to deal with all that extra movie chatter? If you answered yes, the next time your bored or your
pockets are in crisis, make it a blockbuster night.
Blockbuster provides DVD's, video games and videotapes at a reasonable cost, and they guaranteed to have the
latest releases so you don't miss a step. DVD's and new
video release_s are $4.22, Playstation games run from
$5.28-$6.33, and classics or favorites, that we can't live
without, such as The Five Heartbeats or Friday, are only
$3.16. Snacks such as candy, popcorn, and ice cream are
even convientely in stores for lower prices then you
would find at the theatre. When a rental is made, Blockbuster also gives out coupons for your next purchase so

that you can continue to save money while being entertained.
Currently, the new releases at Blockbuster include Angel
Eyes, Along Came a Spider. Cats and Dogs, The Brothers.and Baby Boy . All of these movies can be found on
either video or DVD. Currently the most popular Playstation 2 game is Madden 2002.
The Blockbuster that is closest to campus, only a seven
to ten minutes ride away, is located at 6428 Georgia Ave.
In order for a student to open a new account they must
provide a picture I.D. along with a credit card or a debit
card with the Visa or MasterCard logo. If a student doesn't
have a credit card or a debit card, Blockbuster has still
made a way for you to register. By presenting car regis- '
!ration or voter registration with your I.D. you will also
be permitted to open a membership.
So even if you only have $4.00 to your name, or tonight
you just don't feel like going to D.C. Live for the 3,d weekend in a row, remember that there's a Blockbuster nearby with great movies to choose from.
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Losing Altitude
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In Business and Finance
•
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Slump Hits Hard
At White-Collar Jobs
White-collar workers, among the
biggest winners of the 1990s boom,
are feeling an unusually heavy share
of the pain now that the economy is
slowing.
During the past year, the nation's
pool of unemployed managers and
professionals has swelled 63% to 1.2
million. A former software manager
who was laid off twice says he has
gone from Plan A to Plan Bto Plan C,
and is now on Plan E: delivering pizzas for one-tenth his former salary.
Employment held up surprisingly
well in the early stages of the slowdown. But last week, the Labor Department reported that the jobless
rate leapt hall a percentage point in
October to 5.4%, up from a low of
3.9% 13 months earlier. Service industries, usually less volatile than
manufacturing, were especially
hard hit as companies realized they
had hired too many people in the late
stages of the recent boom.
The unemployment report erased
almost any doubt that the country is
in recession, which could jolt politicians in Washington to move more
quickly on a package of measures to
stimulate the economy and aid jobless workers.

Boston Market, KFC
Heat Up Rivalry
With chicken outdoing pizza and
burgers in fast-food sales growth,
two of the top poultry players are vying for the bigger part of that wishbone.
Boston Market, owned by McDonald's Corp., is remodeling all of
its 680 stores and later this month
will begin opening new restaurants
for the first time in four years. The
company plans to open as many as a
hall-dozen new stores in the U.S. by
the end of the year and 40 more by
the end of 2002.
KFC. a unit of Tricon Global
Restaurants Inc., recently started a
$200 million ad campaign and is giving its 5,300 U.S. stores a facelift. In
September, it rolled out nationwide
its "Hot and Fresh" program, in
which it tosses chicken that has sat
for more than 90 minutes. Before,
some restaurants would fry batches
of chicken and let it sit for several
hours.
The other big change is eliminating paper boxes and serving food on
black plastic plates-similar to what
Boston Market does. KFC's signature bucket, however, will remain.

For Tech Spending,
A Bleak Outlook
Corporate spending won't rescue
Silicon Valley anytime soon.
Executives polled by CIO Magazine, which is aimed at chief information officers, expect their information-technology budgets to increase an average of 4. 7% over the
next 12 months. By comparison, poll
respondents said their budgets had
grown an average of 7.2% in the past
12 months.
Moreover, only 35% of the executives expect budgets to increase at
all. Nearly one-quarter of the respondents expect budgets to shrink,
while 39% expect budgets to remain
flat.

Is Overhaul Needed
On Student Visas?
The Bush administration announced plans to overhaul studentvisa procedures as part of its response to the Sept. 11 terror attacks.
In a recent presidential directive,
the White House said it wants to
"end the abuse of student visas," as
well as to "prohibit certain international students from receiving education and training in sensitive ar-

AU-Turn
U.S. monthly unemployment rate
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to accomplish already exists. The
State Department, whose consular
officers issue visas to prospective
students, maintains a "technology
alert list" that includes 16 sensitive
fields of study. Students face careful
scrutiny if they want to study in
those fields.
"II you are from Pakistan or India, it's futile to try to come here and
study nuclear engineering," says
Terry Hartle, senior vice president
for the American Council on Education, a Washington-based association of colleges and universities.
"The State Department routinely denies those visas."

A Bond's Demise
Could Spur Recovery
The Treasury Department halted
sales of 30-year bonds, and financial
markets reacted by sending longterm interest rates tumbling-something Alan Greenspan hadn't been
able to achieve despite the Federal
Reserve's many cuts in short-term
rates.
With no new supply of 30-year
bonds coming from Washington, investors scrambled to buy up the remaining securities, pushing up their
prices-which pushes down interest
rates.
The move also effectively forces
investors to buy up shorter-term investments such as 10-year Treasury
notes, which help determine mortgage rates, and corporate bonds.
More buying demand means lower
rates on these securities as well. And
lower long-term rates could provide
a powerful stimulus to the economy.

Magazines Rethink
Flour Power
Alter years of using cornstarchbased products to help ink dry faster
and reduce static cling, magazine
publishers have a problem: Cornstarch is one of the many formerly
inoffensive products now being regarded with dread in the wake of recent anthrax events.
Most publishers have told their
printers to stop using cornstarch.
"Before we sell a magazine, we have
to convince consumers it's not going
to kill them," says Thomas 0. Ryder,
chief executive of Reader's Digest
Association Inc.

Odds & Ends
Hands Down: World-wide shipments of hand-held computers fell
9.5% in the third quarter.... Slow Going: An emergency government plan
for terrorism insurance is bogging
down in Congress, raising concerns
about whether legislation will be approved before the Thanksgiving
break .... States are now free to tax
Internet-access charges, but they're
holding off while they pursue a
higher priority: congressional authorization to tax e-commerce transactions.
By Don Arbour

eas."

But many education officials say
some of what the White House wants

Selective Air Fare Cuts
Tempt Few Fliers;
Safety Moosures Stall
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ave airlines cut fares enough
to win travelers back to the
skies? Not according to the
latest passenger figures. So
will the airlines slash prices
even further? Probably not.
The sharp decline in demand for
air travel after Sept. 11 has reversed a
bit, but domestic flights still flew only
65% lull in October, according to early
estimates from the Air Transport Association, the U.S. industry's trade
group. That applies to flight schedules
most carriers had already cut 20%.
Some carriers, including United,
American and Continental Airlines,
have introduced discounts of 25% to
50% on business fares in the weeks
since the Sept. 11 attacks. But many of
those discounts come with 10- to 21day advance-purchase requirements,
making them of little use to road warriors who don't like to plan that far in
advance. In addition, many of the discounts are nonrefundable or require
one- or two-night stays.

Scattered Reductions
In leisure fares, consumers have
been offered a hodgepodge of price reductions, many of which are no different from the ones offered before the
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11. Many of
the discounts are scattered and ·somewhat difficult to find, as carriers
ratchet up sophisticated yield management systems that selectively reduce fares in various markets.
Airlines say cutting business fares
usually doesn't stimulate a lot of new
demand, and much of the downturn is
the product of the economic slowdown. "Until we see some uptick in
the economy, we think we'll continue

A Wing and a Prayer
Revenue didn't come close to covering
expenses for airlines in the third quarter,
1'11£TAX
in millions
REVENUE

OPERATING GOVERNMENT
EXPENSES 1
CASH

$4,816
$6,183
American
$4,107
United
$6,132
$3,398
$3,820
Delta
$2,594
Northwest
$2,749
$2,223
Continental
$2,379
US Airways
$1,989
$3,070
Southwest
$1,335
$1,242
America West
$491
$590
Alaska Air
$583
$571
Total
$21,537 $26,736

$809
$391
$171
$249
$243
$331
$169
$60
$29

$2,452

Net earnings/loss for U.S.
scheduled airlines, in billions
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I Excludes government cash, which at most carriers was booked under operating expenses,
not revenue, because it was money offsetting expenses, not income earned by an airline's
2 Nine U.S. majors only for first nine months
business.
Sources: Fitch Inc.; Air Transport Association, company reports

to see lower business travel," says
Continental Airlines Chairman and
Chief Executive Gordon Bethune.
The financial carnage for the airlines is so bad that the industry could
be headed for a major restructuring,
with well-capitalized carriers already
sizing up faltering rivals for their
gates and facilities. Delta Air Lines
Chief Executive Leo F. Mullin has suggested that government regulators
will now have to lose their aversion to
airline mergers. Airlines will have to
address worsening problems with labor costs and the shortcomings of the
hub-and-spoke system.
"We're losing millions of dollars a
day, and I don't see an end in sight,"
says Tom Horton, chief financial officer at American Airlines. "Costs have
probably reached a level, at least in
the near term, that is unsupportable."
Including last week's grim results
from United, the industry's thirdquarter losses totaled $2.4 billion-after booking hall of the government's
$5 billion cash bailout, less taxes.
Without that money, losses would
have reached $4.2 billion.
Many travelers are still too afraid

to fly, faced with airport security
breaches and confusion in Washington over how to staff airport checkpoints. Proposed safety measures either have barely moved past the discussion stage or are still many
months away from becoming reality.
So far the only security enhancement
all the major airlines have completed
is installing deadbolts and crossbars
on cockpit doors. Other stronger measures, such as replacing the current
flimsy partitions with bulletproof materials that can't be kicked in, have
been undertaken by only a few, mostly
smail, carriers. The few changes implemented so far merely provide "a
semblance of security that's not real,"
says Stephen Luckey, a retired Boeing
747 captain for Northwest Airlines
who is chairman of the Air Line Pilots
Association's national security committee. "We need to change that."
Some argue that in addition to better security, the industry needs
sharply lower fares. Between New
York and Miami, average leisure
fares dropped 46% for the week ended
Oct. 29, to $59 one way. But other fares
dropped minimally, such as a 5% de-

Setting Expectations
The airlines' reluctance to cut
prices stems partly from their own
fears, says David Newkirk, a senior
vice president at consulting firm
Booz-Allen & Hamilton. Cruise ships
have gone ahead and slashed fares as
low as $399 for a seven-day cruise, he
says. "The industry is just scared to
death now that people will now think
$399 is the price for a cruise."
Instead of bargain-basement
prices, Continental and other airlines
say they've offered corporations discounts and incentives. Continental
has also sent executives out to meet
with big corporate clients to reassure
them on safety. "We are buying Chap
Stick 55-gallon drums kissing everyone we know," Mr. Bethune said on an
earnings conference call.
Frequent-flier mileage incentives
have provided only small stimulus.
Some travelers have cashed in miles
out of skepticism, says David Stempler, president of the Air Travelers Association. "People have said, 'I'm going to use my miles before the airlines
go out of business."'

Ads Pushing
Cigarettes
Create Stir
By GORDON FAIRCLOUGH
ector Tobacco Ltd. is about to
become the first cigarette
maker to market a potentially
less hazardous smoke nationwide.
Issues of People magazine
hitting newsstands this week contain
a two-page advertising spread from
Vector that touts the new cigarette,
called Omni, with the slogan: "Reduced carcinogens. Premium Taste."
The ad says that Omni was created to
"significantly" cut levels of chemicals
that are the "major causes of lung
cancer" in smokers. "Now there's actually a reason to change brands," it
says.
Vector's strategy already is drawing fire from antismoklng activists,
public-health experts and some of its
larger rivals in the cigarette business,
who say the ads are misleading.
"Everything is designed to imply this
cigarette is safer, with Vector having
no proof whatsoever that this is the
case," says Matthew L. Myers, president of the Campaign for TobaccoFree Kids, a Washington advocacy
group. "That has the potential to
cause serious harm to consumers."
The whole notion of a less hazardous cigarette is controversial. Proponents say it would be wrong not to
try to reduce the harm caused by
smoking, which contributes to more
than 400,000 deaths a year in the U.S.
But some antitobacco activists worry
that the newfangled cigarettes will
discourage smokers from quitting and
entice nonsmokers to light up.
The tobacco in the Omni cigarette
is treated with a combination of chemicals, including palladium, a metal
most commonly found in the catalytic
converters of cars. Vector says that
treatment, combined with a new, carbon-filled filter, has resulted in a cigarette that tastes as good as competitors' brands but has lower levels of a
number of toxic and cancer-causing
compounds.
Vector, owned by Vector Group
Ltd. of Miami, the parent of discountcigarette maker Liggett Group, acknowledges there is no scientific proof
that these reductions will make its cigarettes any less dangerous than the
average Marlboro or Camel.
In an open letter to be published in
magazines and newspapers, Vector's
chief executive, Bennett S. LeBow,
writes that "there is no such thing as a
safe cigarette, and we do not encourage anyone to smoke." But, he adds,
"We strongly believe that if you do
smoke, Omni is the best alternative."
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You won't find a better resource
than The Journal for news and
industry trends that can help .you
prepare for everything from life after
college to your next spring break.
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A student subscription to The Wall Street
Journal includes both the print and online
(WSJ.com) editions. So, you can be sure that
you'll receive the most up-to-date news as well
as special tools to help you plan your career.
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what's news

With The Journal you'll get:

•

Knowledge and insight on how
textbook theor1'es work in the real world

•

Customizable news when and how you want it

•

Briefing Books and 30-day archives - great for
company research and interview preparation
Summaries of the day's top news stories
Small Business Suite starting your own bu,

tips and tools for

mbas

For more information about special subscription rates for students, call
1-800-975-8602 or visit info.wsj.com/students
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cline in a Chicago-to-Orlando flight, to
$104 one way.
George Alcorn, a Houston business traveler, doesn't see much
change in airline pricing at all. For a
recent trip to Baltimore, Continental
wanted $1,700 round trip, he says,
which he considered "outrageous."
He opted for Southwest Airlines on a
$220 fare. Fewer business travelers
are flying, he thinks, because of "high
prices and increased restrictions."
Desperate though the airlines may
be to lure travelers back to the skies,
however, they are walking a collective
tightrope. If they don't do something
to stimulate traffic, they will continue
to rack up mammoth financial losses,
But discounting fares too deeply runs
a risk of permanently devaluing air
travel in consumers' minds and setting a mental price point that will outlast the current economic problems.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:
IF YOUR ID NUMBER IS LISTED BELOW,
YOU HA VE A REFUND CHECK
The following students can claim their refund checks at the Administration building,
Room 115, between the hours of 8:30 AM and 3:00PM Monday - Friday, except Wednesdays.
The hours for Wednesday are 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
00010216 00052953 00082157 00092369 01061274
00010408 00053057 00082209 00092427 01061334
00010472 00053372 00082275 00092468 01062421
00011368 00054283 00082275 00092553 01062423
00011637 00054392 00082364 00094081 01062883
00011812 00054725 00082473 00094129 01063134
00011812 00055094 00082504 00094183 01063531
00012406 00055111 00082586 00094203 01064832
00012914 00055113 00082616 00095127 01064918
00013055 00055411 00082621 00095410 01065088
00013186 00055954 00082621 00096216 01065327
00013332 00055975 00082639 00096257 01066435
00014299 00057414 00082730 00096281 01066792
00014304 00057427 00082758 00097215 01067296
00014304 00057874 00082762 00097401 01067609
00014574 00058630 00082762 00097435 01068013
00014600 00058799 00082821 00097521 01068543
00014626 00058934 00082884 00097582 01069427
00014701 00058937 00082905 00098431 01070477
00015547 00059045 00083175 00098697 01073167
00015786 00059468 00083191 00101149 01076027
00015984 00059481 00083700 00101960 01076079
00016356 00059785 00083732 00101978 01076233
00016522 00060706 00083805 00102045 01076674
00016670 00060838 00084021 00102354 01077138
00016750 00061162 00084071 00102465 01077177
00016810 00061322 00084071 00102614 01078305
00016873 00061376 00084251 00102955 01078916
00017097 00061625 00084303 00102955 01079739
00017097 00061765 00084381 00103045 01080695
00017117 00061855 00084388 00103155 01081267
00017516 00062020 00084454 00103826 01082007
00017516 00062188 00084506 00104932 01082609
00017613 00062318 00084647 00105106 01082889
00017648 00062568 00084658 00105154 01083050
00017841 00063014 00084725 00105279 01083252
00018121 00063713 00084726 00106106 01084098
00018127 00064296 00084758 00107007 01084140
00018169 00064563 00084788 00107500 01084218
00018248 00064578 00084789 00108170 01084644
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

9, 2001

THE HILLTOP

Sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to
our college community about themselves. Telling us their
story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging
those of us who are still struggling to conti.nue.

Tuesday, November 13
I

•

'

th

•

ISi
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

I
th
Wednesday, November 14
1

•
Reading Lounge, 12pm

•

(Reservations are required for this event please contact the ASSC)

I

•
I

I

•

Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

Thursday, November 15

th

Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm
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